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OWLNIANA
throughout the journey in the finest hotels.
The price includes all meals, transportation in
specially-outfitted vehicles (that guarantee
each passenger a window seat), and expert
guides. For more information, contact the
Alumni Office at (713) 527-4057 or P.O. Box
1892, Houston, Texas 77001.
Fall '77 The Association of Rice Alumni's
Classical Adventure stops in Athens, Rome,
and Istanbul. Plans are now in the making and
details will be mailed to all alumni in the near
future.
Through Feb. 4 Jack Boynton and Roy
Fridge. Paintings, prints, and sculptures.
Sponsored by Rice's art and art history department. Sewall Gallery, ground floor,
Sewall Hall. Hours: weekdays, noon to 5 PM.
Feb. 13-Mar. 31 Mexico: Ancient Terracottas. Rice University's extensive collection of
Pre-Columbian art. Sponsored by Rice's art
and art history department. Sewall Gallery,
ground floor, Sewall Hall. Hours: weekdays,
noon to 5 PM. Sewall Gallery will be closed
from Feb. 27-Mar. 5 for Spring Break, and
from Mar. 24-27 for Easter.
Through Mar. 13 Secret Affinities: Words
and Images by Rene Magritte. Paintings and
sculpture by and films about the Belgian
surrealist. Sponsored by Rice's Institute
for the Arts. Rice Museum, University
Blvd. at Stockton. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10 AM to 5 PM. Sunday, noon to 6 PM.
Closed Monday.
Through Mar. 13 Grass. The creative ways
in which people around the world and through
the centuries have used natural grasses —
bamboo, fodder, wheat, rye, sugar cane — to
produce objects both functional and beautiful.
Sponsored by Rice's Institute for the Arts.
Rice Museum, University Blvd. at Stockton.
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10 AM to 5 PM.
Sunday, noon to 6 PM. Closed Monday.
Opening Mar. 29 The photography of Fred
Baldwin and Wendy Watriss. Photographs
from Grimes County, Texas. Sponsored by
Rice's Institute for the Arts. Rice Museum,
University Blvd. at Stockton. Hours:
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 AM to 5 PM. Sunday,
noon to 6 PM. Closed Monday.

Rice's 1976-77 Basketball Schedule. Remaining games:

The Shepherd School of Music concludes its
1976-77 Chamber Music Series. Programs
are held at 8:30 PM in Hamman Hall, free of
charge. For more information, call the
Shepherd School at 527-4854.
Feb. 4, 5, 9-12, 16-19 Leaves by John
Meixner, Rice professor of English. Main
Street Theater, Autry House, 6265 Main
St., 8 PM. $2.50, general admission; $1.50,
students.

Mar. 16
Apr. 3
Apr. 6
Apr. 20

The Shepherd Quartet.
The Amade Trio.
The New Music Ensemble.
Wayne Crouse.

Mar. 4, 5, 11, 12 The Way of the World. A
revival of William Congreve's restoration
comedy. Main Street Theater, Autry House,
6265 Main St., 8 PM. $2.50, general admission; $1.50, students.
Mar. 28-Apr. 2 The Three Sisters by Anton
Chekhov. Rice Players, Harnman Hall, 8 PM.
Admission: $1.50 with a Rice I.D.; $1.50,
students; $3, others. For reservations, call
527-4040.

Mar. 3-6 Alumni, their families, and friends
are invited to attend the Bing Crosby Collegiate Golf Classic in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Airfare will be $75/person, round-trip. Hotel
accommodations and meals are not included,
but arrangements for both transportation and
lodging may be made through Atlas Travel of
Houston. So take advantage of this special
opportunity to escape from the cold, wet
monotony of winter. Balmy Mexico awaits!
For more information or to reserve places for
you and your friends, call Atlas Travel agent
Pauline Winslow at (713) 529-3791. More on
Bing Crosby, higher education, and golf in
this issue's News & Notices.
July 8-24 Join the Association of Rice Alumni
for a Photographic Safari in exotic Kenyan
wildlife preserves. Stalk Big Game in Nairobi,
the Maasai Mara Game Park, Lake Nakuru
and Tsavo West national parks, and on the
shores of the Indian Ocean. For just $2359!
person ($1644 for children eight to twelve
years old), adventurers will be flown to
Nairobi on British Airways and lodged

Films are shown Tuesday-Sunday evenings
at 7:30 and 10 PM in the Media Center Auditorium, University Blvd. at Stockton. This
spring a new matinee series will offer children's films every Saturday at 1:30 PM
through Feb. 26. Included in this special film
series will be such classics as Jungle Book
and National Velvet. Admission to all films is
$1.50 at the door. For a complete listing of
film titles and dates or more information, call
527-4853.

LI

To the editor:
Fine indeed were the testimonials to George
Williams's influence on professional writers
like Goyen, Graves, Miller and Westheimer
(SALLYPORT, November 15, 1976). George
also had a profound influence on students like
me who turned out to be mere scholars and
university professors. For more than fifty
years, he has been my most reliable counselor, chief model, and best friend.
George never got a Ph.D. He could have
said, like Kittredge of Harvard, "Who would
examine me for it?" When I entered Rice as
an ignorant freshman in 1925 and found myself in the English class taught by "Mr. Williams," I felt insulted because I didn't have
Owirnanac continues on Page 15.

MASTHEADS DESIGNED BY JERRY JEANMARD

Feb. 12 University of Arkansas at
Little Rock.
Feb. 17 Texas A&M at Rice.
Feb. 19 Texas Christian University
at Rice.
Feb. 22 University of Texas at Austin.
Feb. 26 Southwest Conference
Tournament.
For times, places, and ticket information, call
the Athletic Ticket Office at (713)529-9112.
Early February marks the beginning of
baseball, golf, tennis, and both indoor and
outdoor track and field seasons. For information about events scheduled in these sports,
call(713)527-8101, ext. 2441 or 2451.

Feb. 15-Mar. 22 Creativity: The Uncommon
Denominator. Feb. 15-Mar. 29 The Public's Interest. The Spring 1977 Rice Alumni
Institute presents two new lecture series.
For more information on titles, lecturers,
times, places, and registration costs and procedure, please see the back cover of this
issue of SALLYPORT.
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Parallels
William Marsh Rice liked to stroll from his
Wall Street offices to the Cooper Union and
Astor Place where, well into his nineties,
millionaire-industrialist Peter Cooper also
walked walks. There are other parallels in the
lives of the two. Both were men of humble
origins who acquired great fortunes through
shrewdness, self-discipline, and hard work.
Both men went to work in their 'teens, when
neither could afford the time or money for
higher education.
Cooper's dream of making things better for
bright, impoverished youth led to his founding the Cooper Union, where the arts and
sciences would be united, and where "the
boys and girls of this city ... would be enabled to improve and better their condition,
fitting them for all the various and useful purPoses of life."
Cooper's philosophy helped to shape Rice's
concept of the institute he would found. At its
core was the principle of free tuition, so that
money would be no barrier to bright young
Minds, whatever their station in life.
Today the Cooper Union offers degrees in
engineering, architecture, and art. Its enrollment stands at 908, taught by a faculty of
140. Its endowment is a slender $35 million.
Its students still pay no tuition. And it is in
deep financial trouble.
"We've been running deficits for the last
several years," Vice-President and Provost
Leo Kaplan told the National Observer recently. "The board of trustees is committed
to the free tuition principle, but there is no
doubt we are running into problems."
Which led Observer writer Edwin A.
Roberts, Jr., to wonder, "If Cooper were
alive today, would he place such emphasis on
free tuition? Probably not, because now the
financing of a college education is almost easy
for a bright applicant who happens to be poor.
• • • Cooper Union is one of the nation's most
distinguished colleges. Its board would be
completely faithful to Peter Cooper's genius
for reacting wisely to change by adopting a
flexible tuition plan ..."
Eushes Here
Authorities on international affairs and national economic policy will deliver the final
two lectures in the 1976-77 President's Lecture Series.
The Honorable George Bush and his wife,
Barbara Pierce Bush, will present a slide
Show and lecture titled "People's Republic of
China — Today" on the evening of March 23.
:file Bush family is returning to their Houston
nome this month upon Bush's leaving the office of director of the Central Intelligence
,
Agency. Prior to his appointment to that ofnce Bush served as chief of the U.S. Liaison
°fflce in Peking.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Yale, Bush in
,
l966 resigned from the presidency of the
4aPata Off-Shore Company, which he had
cofounded, to run for a seat in the U.S.
C°ngress. Elected, he went on to represent
the 7th Congressional District of Texas for
,
IWO terms. Bush was defeated in his bid for a
eriate seat in 1970, but was sworn in as
Permanent Representative of the United
States to the United Nations in February
1971 Two years later he was appointed
enairman of the Republican National Commit'
$
4j tee, a position he held until his appointment
to the U.S. Liaison Office in the People's RePublic of China in 1974. Bush is a community
associate of Lovett College.
;1. Andrew Brimmer, a former member of the
Pederal Reserve Board, will present a lectut.e
titled "Constraints and Opportunities
the Management of National Economic
01icY" on the evening of April 13. A
Stinguished
graduate of the University of
,.
Wasnington, Brimmer took a Ph.D. at Bar-

yard. He acted as economist for the Federal
Reserve Bank in New York City from 195558 before accepting a teaching position at
Michigan State. He left East Lansing to join
the faculty at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania in 1961.
Brimmer was back into government service in 1963 as deputy assistant secretary at
the Department of Commerce, and in 1965 as
assistant secretary for economic affairs. He
joined the Federal Reserve Board as a
member in 1966 and stepped down only last
year. After a stint as Thomas Andrew Carroll
Ford Foundation Visiting Professor in the
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, he is now concentrating on the
operation of Brimmer & Company, Inc.,
economic and financial consultants in
Washington, D.C.

Waves
The breezing in and out of Washington that
we call the Ford-to-Carter transition is making waves in the Rice field.
Griffin Smith, jr. '63, a senior editor at
Texas Monthly, is leaving that magazine to
become top assistant to President Carter's
chief speech writer, James Fallows, himself a
contributing editor at TM. Editor Bill Broyles
'66, author of "Can We Take Texas Seriously?" in the SALLypowr, sees some compensation for these and other losses in the addition
of John Graves '42 and his "Country Notes"
feature to the popular magazine.
While this goes on in and out of Austin,
Doug Harlan '64, a Ford-appointed assistant
to the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, is preparing to report to the Congress on the feasibility of establishing a
four-year college in the Pacific Islands Trust
Territory (Micronesia), which is administered
by the U.S. Upon completion of the project,
Harlan will don his Republican, cloth coat and
head home to San Antonio.
Carter's nomination of Charles Duncan '47
to become Deputy Secretary of Defense has,
predictably, created its own waves — of
Coca-Cola. It has also created anxious moments at William Rice's marsh, where those
gathered fear that Duncan might leave the
Rice Board of Governors.
Chairman and director of Rotan Mosle Financial Corporation in Houston, Duncan is a
former president of Coca-Cola — offices in
Atlanta, Georgia — and still holds his position
on the Coke board. Carter's nomination of
Duncan led the Wall Street Journal to speculate editorially about an era of "Coca-Cola
Diplomacy."
Noting that Portugal's fifty-year ban
against Coke was dropped shortly before that
country received a $300 million loan from
Uncle Sam in January, and that U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young has said some nice
things about Coca-Cola's compassion for the
Third World, theJournal mused:
"What does this mean to detente? Will a
SALT agreement with the Soviets be delayed
until Pepsi is booted out of Moscow? Will the
GOP align itself with 7-Up? And what is
Henry Kissinger drinking these days?"
SALLYPORT is certain that Kissinger drinks
whatever he wants to, but diplomatically, and
at press time it appears that Duncan will have
to resign from the Rice board, whose mem-

bers remain ever-sobered by the realities of
governing our esteemed institution.
Notes to Yourself
For the man or woman who has everything, Paul Cooper, professor of composition
and music theory and composer-inresidence, has an intriguing — if expensive
— suggestion: Why not commission a piece
of music? "To make a gift of original music is
something patrons can do for both composers
and posterity," he says.
Cooper speaks from experience. Among
his recent works is Refrains, the last of three
pieces for double chorus, soloists, and orchestra commissioned by Morris Ullman, a
Boston businessman and philanthropist, as a
golden anniversary gift for his wife. Following
its December 1976 premiere at Rhode Island

College in Providence, Cooper's work received a standing ovation from a capacity
audience. In addition, Cooper recently completed work on a cello concerto, inspired by a
black jazz funeral he witnessed in New Orleans, for friend and colleague Shirley Trepel,
associate professor of music at Rice and principal cellist for the Houston Symphony. Next
April, the Cincinnati Symphony will debut its
Cooper commission, Homage.
Cooper is busy with a number of other
commissions, including compositions for
clarinet, cello, and piano for the Montagana
Trio; a major work for the Kern Philharmonic
of Bakersfield, California; a piece for oboe
and strings for Lady Evelyn Barbirolli; and an
organ and percussion composition for
Leonard Raver, organist for the New York
Philharmonic, and Richard Brown, Shepherd
School faculty member and percussionist with
the Houston Symphony.
But the sources and number of Cooper's
commissions represent only part of the recognition his work has received in the last two
years. With Shepherd School Dean Samuel
Jones conducting, Cooper's Symphony No. 4
was performed September 19, 1975, by the
Houston Symphony on the occasion of the
Shepherd School of Music's inaugural concert, for which the piece was written.
The recipient of two Guggenheim Fellowships, two Ford Foundation grants, two
Rackham research grants, a Fulbright
Fellowship, and a nomination for a grant
from the American Academy of Arts and
Letters, Cooper in 1976 was honored for
the seventh consecutive year with an
award from the American Society of Composers and Publishers(ASCAP).
How does the prolific composer do it?
Well, it sounds deceptively simple: "I don't
have to shut out the world," he says, smiling.
"The music is in my head; I just sit down and
write what! hear."
Warm Bodies
Homeowners, apartment dwellers, and
building engineers have all been urged to
keep thermostats at sixty-five degrees. Advertisements stuffed with the utility bills have
pleaded for cold water washes and dimmed
lights. It's all reasonable. We and our posterity should benefit. Yet for all the talk we
actually do little. We continue living fast, hot,

well-lit lives while the rest of the world
watches in cool amazement.
Russell Baker of the New York Times has
suggested that we Americans ought to deal
with the underlying problem. The rise in
American affluence has been marked, he
says, by "a paucity in underwear." It's too
flimsy. Foreigners sneer at our winter briefs
and can hardly tolerate the homes we overheat to compensate. What we need are more
long johns.
Another source, a VA psychiatrist, says
that we are simply spoiled (and well we might
be at these temperatures). We would benefit
physically and psychologically from lower
temperatures in our living spaces, she says.
It's healthier.
Why aren't we sensible about this? Houston Lighting and Power Company wants the
answer to that question and they've enlisted
the aid of psychology professor William
Howell in finding it.
Beginning with a three-year, $60,000
grant, Howell will be probing the attitudes of
people on campus, trying to get a feel for
their feelings about conserving energy. He's
recruited Alexander Dessler, professor of
space physics and astronomy, to help him
with the hard science aspects of the work,
like taking precise temperature and humidity
measurements at different points on the
campus.
There's no underlying subterfuge, to twist
our minds from a free-wheeling, energyspending Mr. Hyde to a prudent, energypinching Dr. Jekyll. Rather, the study intends
to reveal in part, whether we really want to
conserve energy, and if not, why? It could be
that we do want to cooperate, but we are so
psychologically affected by a few degrees
change in our normal living environment that
we can't abide by change, no matter how
slight.
Howell will study that particular possibility
by manipulating classroom temperatures,
with and without the knowledge of the people
in the room. He will then study, via questionnaires, the change in comfort levels and
attitudes of the people affected by the
change.
Since the work is being done on campus,
there has been some half-serious joking with
Howell to the effect that he is freezing one
building and overheating another, to note
the reaction of the guinea pigs, ie., students,
faculty and staff. This will sometimes lead a
faculty or staff member to walk into an unusually cool, or warm, building and exclaim,
"Howell's been here!"
That's not exactly true. Howell maintains
that there are enough differences in comfort
factors on the campus to provide good
sources for study. Be says that actual thermostat manipulations carried out will be minimal.
"There is good evidence," Howell says,
"to suggest that you can widely manipulate
temperatures without affecting comfort
levels. But if you tell people you're going to
change the temperature (by as little as four
degrees), they'll usually object."
Howell says there have been many studies
concerned with the effects of environmental
changes on a worker's job performance. The
Rice study does not pursue that end.
"The key thing," according to Howell, "is
comfort and attitude, because that's what's
going to matter if you want people to accept a
change."
And just because this work is being done
on a university campus, it does not mean that
an energy conservation program solely for
colleges and universities is being developed.
The study here is of people and their attitudes about the energy problem and possible solutions, and HL&P should be able to
use and share the results with the entire
populace of the country.
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By Debbie Davies'77
"Rice has 2,465 undergraduates, 611
graduate students, 322 professors, and 4,783
trees." — Rice Prospectus, 1973
any ghosts wander about in Lovett
Hall and the Quadrangle, for those
who know how or care to look for
them. One that is easily found is the
shade of a man who occupied a place in the
hearts of older alumni almost as large as that horticulture, adding practical learning to the
of the alma mater itself. He was a man who empirical knowledge he had already acquired
loved Rice, and loved Rice students, and in the family gardening tradition. After four
wanted nothing but the best for both; a smil- years he received the degree of Doctor of
ing, busy man named Tony Martino, who was Italia Botanica and traveled to Rome, where a
a gardener.
brother was a Provincial of the Catholic
Salvatore (Tony) Martino was the true Church, the head of twenty-four monasteries
American dream of the self-made man. Born (he later became a Cardinal). Need it be said
on August 21, 1885 in the little town of Alia, that this brother was a great help? Tony rePalermo Province, Sicily, he had completed ceived the post of second gardener at the
the equivalent of the fifth grade before going Vatican, where he increased his already vast
to Florence at the age of eleven. There at the acquaintance with the plants he loved. But he
Botanical School he studied agriculture and left that post in 1903 to join two other

lif

brothers in America. He stayed fifteen
months, and would have stayed longer if he
had no been called back to defend Italy
against Austria. Since he served as a quartermaster, he would claim in later years,
when student dissatisfaction with the Commons food was a periodic and inevitable thing,
that he could handle the dorm kitchen "good
as any man alive."
Returning to America in 1908, he landed in
Houston on November 2, penniless, friendless, and English-less. This last lack was remedied in a single session at night school, his

only formal education in this country, where,,
he learned to say "see the fan on the bo)c•
Deciding that higher education was not for
him, he returned to his beloved flowers 05
gardener for Captain James A. Baker, chair
man of the Board of Trustees of the fledgling
Rice Institute. William Marsh Rice knew that
his friend Baker would be a major contributor
to the dream he had left, but he may have,
thought that it would be mainly a financial
one. The Captain lent Tony to the Institute ja
1913, and lost him permanently when the
gardener was assigned to "doctor" solve
trees damaged in Houston's 1915 hurricane'
In a letter of December 20, 1916, Captili
Baker offered William Ward Watkin, profes;
sor of architecture, his "very good opinion 0!
Tony Martini [sic]," but mentioned thac;
"Mrs. Baker always thought that he Pat
more attention to large matters than to de'
tails," and that "she had occasion frequentil
to correct him in this particular."
The gods who preside over the decrees °I
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fate must have guffawed at the poetic justice
Which was enacted when William Marsh Rice
Purchased what in later years came to be
known as William Rice's Marsh. Houston was
a small city of less than 80,000 citizens, and
those were largely restricted to what is now
the Central Business District. The Institute
!and, far (in those days)from town, was nothing more than an "irregular but approximately triangular" 300 acres of Texas prairie,
coastal prairie at that, "flat and dry and
cracked under a hot Texas sun; deep in mud
and standing water when the long rains
Caine," and dotted with only a few trees. A
bayou to the south, prone to overflow, left a
third of the campus "unsuitable for buildings
of the college"(Wm. Ward Watkin). By 1912
the campus stood as a tribute to the genius of
Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson, Boston architects of the project. But the students and
academic dignitaries who arrived for the inauguration of this newborn haven of higher
learning saw only six buildings scattered
across this capricious prairie. It remained for
a man with a love of dreams and an indefatigable ability to transform dream into visible
reality, to create from the bare landscape
a sometime almost fairyland vista which generations of students could remember and
Call home.
Much of the landscaping had been designed
along with the buildings, but determining
Specifically what that original design consisted of presents a special problem. Two
undeniably different "original maps" exist,
each presenting slightly different (if not altogether irreconcilable) descriptions of the
General Plan. But then along came Tony
Martino with the privately held opinion that
Mebbe some people think in the air too much
and not enough get on their knees in the good
and a fiery determination that things
should be arranged for the convenience and
Pleasure of the students rather than the professors and administrators. Where President
'tlgar Odell Lovett might foresee "the astronomical observatory, the Persian gardens
and Greek Playhouse," and Professor Watkin
could look forward to gazing past the "colorful
dome of the octagonal Commencement Hall"
tu the "quiet of the Gradute College and
into the Graduate Schools of Medicine and
‘
i-aw," the more practical Tony demanded
'ens of thousands of flowers, a sunken and
terraced rose garden, a nine-hole golf
course with "great big — what do you call it?
hazards," paved drives and bricked walks
and above all a swimming pool. But all of
that could come later; there was still that
Prairie to be dealt with.
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hile Tony was on loan from the Captain, no major work was underway
except maintenance. But after he
was officially placed in Institute ernPloY, Tony took free rein and wasted no time
in beginning to convert the Institute into the
arden spot of Southeast Texas. In 1916 and
"
L 17 Tony, a brother, and two other men
i7gan planting "leetle" trees in not so little
'iI!cIles• In one week the four men put in the
fnes of live oaks which run along Main Street
iricint Sunset to the Field House (beyond
ertnann Professional Building), those flanking the main entrance drive that encir,
,
cles the Administration Building, and
igicise running from the Mech Lab to
rvett College and along the original
tt
rins — the area once called "kitchen row."
'nting continued until 1926.
4 he live oaks and elms were Tony's favor"es, but he did not slight other species in
„
creating the best for the students and the
inPus. By 1932 the main portion of our 300
acres was a veritable coastal forest. "There
;
1,,h
e five miles of hedges bordering campus
eur. s and drives at Rice. Two men spend
r,"teir whole time trimming the hedges and
rart, of the time they need two assistants. A
?cal of 2,800 trees ... including live oaks,
441 naks, pines and elms. Two hundred are
0
,irlitamental trees: cedars, magnolias, cam°I's, oleanders and palms. Besides these,
"
b ere are 500 crepe myrtles, 3000 rose'es, and 44 Italian cypress trees"
hresher,
18 December 1931).
w2,ne clump of pines in the Main Street
r.:°. us near Sunset was not planted; Tony
'
Igtiedly called them his "volunteer" pines

and became quite fond of them through long
tending. His love of trees and growing things
often provided amusing anecdotes in Institute
history. By the late 1930s, Tony was ready to
plant still more, and marched into Watkin's
office with the announcement that someone
should help him with his arrangements to acquire some "li-vokas" for the campus. Watkin
was in great consternation, thinking that the
Rice Institute Doctor of Horticulture wished
to experiment with a new or foreign species
of greenery. The Doctor, greatly scornful of
the good professor's seeming ignorance,
dragged him outside to stamp around the
roots of an impressively canopied pillar while
announcing, "See, this -a li-voka!" Watkin
demurred, "But Tony, that is a live oak."
"Yes, yes! Good you see!" came the reply.
"This-a li-voka!" Watkin retired to his office,
beaten in the face of superior forces, and arranged the needed funding. His fifty years in
America never "repaired" Tony's English; he
retained his typical Italian accent to the end.
Tony's watchword was that every tree
should have a purpose and a good start in life.
The good start came from his own garden,
often the only place to acquire or create saplings and sprouts in the face of financial limitations. The purpose of some groupings on
campus is more obscure in light of the many
changes in the original plan which have been
forced by one necessity or another. Clumps
of trees near Cohen House and East Hall/
Baker College were intended to beautify the
Architecture and Library Buildings, respectively, and Sid Richardson College stands in
the midst of an intended driving range for
golfers. One purpose to which the trees were
later put may have been unintentional. As the
Institute grew and Tony acquired more assistants, he found it difficult at times to
keep what he considered a proper rein over
them. When all else failed (usually after
he had grabbed an offending tool from a
culprit and demonstrated the proper way
to go about things), Tony would climb into a tree and watch, unseen, until confronted with some blatant transgression.
Many times students would forget their
hurries and listen, fascinated, as a torrent
of scrambled English and Italian, usually
pejorative and often scatological, would rain
from the sky. Ah, many are the elements
that go into the making of a Rice education.
Two of Tony's assistants deserve special
interest. His nephew, Little Tony, (retired
only recently) took charge at his uncle's retirement in 1948. Little Tony (or Anthony G.
Martino, as the government knows him)does
not remember how long he has worked at
Rice. It may be 41 years, it may be 51. He
came with the live oaks, some say; his parents divorced, his father returned to Italy, his
mother became ill, and his "uncle Toto" hired
the eight-year-old boy to work a twelve-hour
day as a water boy. (Uncle Tony was very
upset when work hours were shortened by
university orders.) Little Tony chased cows,
planted bushes, dug ditches, and ran away
after a few months. His mind jumps, ten
years are blank, but he was back in Houston
at age eighteen, married at twenty-one, and
working for Rice and his uncle again at
twenty-four. Now, forty years and more
later, he signs his name to checks, speaks
English, Italian and Spanish (many members of the work crews are Chicano), and
neither reads nor writes any of them. Yet
everyone whose life he has ever touched
remembers him with a special fondness.
Big Tony had one son, a delicate, darkeyed child, who was often on the receiving
end of his father's temper for one reason or
another (and provided many fascinating hours
of eavesdropping for the dorm boys). He died
during an illness in 1928, and occasioned a
major theological confrontation. The Catholic
Church forbids mausoleums. Tony Martino
was a good Catholic, but the Italians and the
Irish are the temperamental, stubborn ones.
Tony built a mausoleum, a $10,000 structure
on a $2,000 piece of ground. The Church
came around. Tony would not be denied; this
was a memorial, and more, for Tony would
say, "I can grow all kinsa flowers, but the one
flower I want most — I no can grow it." Tony
Martino would have no child to show his beloved trees to, so he took the Rice students
as his special charges, especially the boys of
the athletic department.

here was another Tony Martino, and
I'm not speaking of his nephew. Day in,
day out he might be seen bustling about
the campus, always busy making his
world a beautiful place to live in. But once a
year he would struggle into a suit and tie,
grimace at a mirror, and go proudly
downtown to participate as an honored
speaker at the annual pep rally. (For once
upon a time in the dim days of yore, Rice was
Houston and Houston was Rice and there
was no other college in town.) He could grab
a microphone as easily as reach for a pair of
shears, touch a crowd with his broken
rhetoric and weld them into a unit with no
thought but mayhem and victory on their
minds. Some have said that Tony Martino
was the only Rice supporter who never failed
to pick his team to win, and that his speeches
should be preserved in Rice archives. Mention Tony Martino to those who knew him and
the reply will come back like a sign and countersign: "Our boy, Rice a fight, Never die!"
Perhaps he coined the phrase. His love for
Rice athletics began almost as early as his
love for the Rice campus. In his first days at
the Institute he laid out a football field and
cinder track "for the boys," a track on which
he later (but only once) met his match. Coach
Arbuckle sometimes took the football players
downtown to the Lunn Sanitarium Turkish
Baths to be sweated and massaged back into
some semblance of exhausted humanity after
a particularly grueling contest. After a while,
the coach lured "Nigger Jack" Shelton, a
Lunn employee, to the Owls. For nearly
twenty-five years he served as athletic
trainer, laundryman, and grounds keeper,
and took the Field House and cinder track as
his personal domain, not to be touched by
"that Mr. Martino." Tony would send his men
to mow the grass and Jack would run them off
with anything handy. At last Tony took the
field against the impassioned Shelton — but
had to retire grumbling, never to return (at
least not while Jack was alive). Tony won only
by virtue of longevity; Jack died in 1937 and
Tony regained his status as undisputed team
mascot. When Jess Neely came to the Owls
and toured the team in planes, somehow he
almost always found room for the little Italian.
The choicest roses would be plucked for the
returning gridsters — nothing was too good
for "Tony's boys." His flowers were his language of love for his boys, and the roses
were the roadway into the hearts of all who
passed the gates onto the Rice campus.
Tony's greatest ambition was to have an
Italian rose garden on campus. "The rose,
she the queen of flowers," he would say. This
garden would lie between the Commons and
the Chemistry Building, west of the Founder's statue. "Seven feet tall and seven feet
deep" was the way he described it. Roses did
grow on the flat there, where Anderson Hall
now stands, until the Depression made the
expense of it prohibitive. The roses at Cohen
House he imported from Nebraska so that
they would be more resistant to Houston's
infrequent but devastating cold spells. A royal
camellia, another favorite flower, once
graced the front of Cohen House but gradually succumbed. In its prime it was ten feet
tall, over seventy-five years old, and worth
about $500. The Japanese Nursery, one of
many in the Houston and Gulf Coast area
which he frequented, donated the camellia to
Tony's master plan in honor of two family
daughters who had become Rice alumnae
shortly before. Azaleas materialized from
enormous holes between the trees on the
main entrance drive, and soon burst into
blossom in their season. Cape jasmine filled
the Quadrangle and bloomed at the end of
each spring. Tony was the unseen force
which speeded or retarded the blossoms
so that the seniors, as they filed through
the hedges toward Commencement, were
bathed in those last fragrant memories
of all that Rice had meant to them. Cape
jasmine and Rice — the two were almost
synonymous.
Only once did Tony have trouble with his
flowers. He had set out thousands of pansies
before an important meeting which "town
people" would attend. The next day a shambles met his furious eyes. "Those ladies" had
wantonly plucked the blooms intended for
"his Rice girls," and had destroyed a good
many plants in the process. The pansies
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reappeared year after year, nonetheless, but
first he would set out several hundred "as an
experiment" before planting the main beds.
One ambition, for a campus greenhouse, was
never fulfilled. He often spoke of growing
more plants than he did at home, of showing
them off to the girls and teaching the students
horticulture. Much to his disappointment, a
course of study was never developed. But
the students remembered him anyway.
Did I say that Tony loved the Rice students? They loved him, and plagued him, and
gave him laughter, generations on end. One
year heseeded bluebonnets, and claimed that
sheep had eaten them when none appeared.
Of course there were no sheep on campus,
but he paused and chortled,"Oh no? Just wait
and count them after February exams!" He
planned benches for his charges, "for the boy
and the girl, when they hava time between
classes"; and they picked his flowers. He
built drains and elevated sidewalks so they
wouldn't get their feet wet between classes,
and they climbed about in his trees. He made
a name for himself as a terror not lightly to be
reckoned with when the lowly Slimes of 1923
turned the tables of custom and kidnapped
the sophomore president. A shouting
whirlwind charged into the midst of their battle in front of the Administration Building,
throwing bodies about and creating even
more chaos. Tony had come to the rescue of
his beloved hedges, which the warriors were
trampling. No one seems to remember the
fate of the abduction victim in the undignified
retreat which ensued.

eluctantly,in the fall of 1948, Tony retired. Only once in all his happy years
had he left the campus, when he
traveled back to Europe in 1928. He
spent the best part of that fall motoring about
France and Italy, visiting relatives, gardens,
and operas, and was granted an audience with
both the Pope and Ii Duce Mussolini, whom
he much admired. Even in retirement he was
often seen about campus, no doubt yelling at
Little Tony. He never stopped, not ever. He
died of a heart attack on December 11, 1958,
while helping a neighbor plant beans. I think
he died happily, doing what he loved. His wife
Mathilda, herself a story, survived him. They
were both born in Alia, but never met in Italy.
They were introduced by friends in New Orleans during Tony's first visit to America, and
married on his return. He left half of his surprisingly large estate to the Institute he
loved; an entry in the awards list names the
"T S. Martino Scholarship: The will of T. S.
(Tony) Martino, long-time head gardener of
the campus, bequeathed a generous fund
which will provide scholarship assistance for
undergraduate students in the athletic program of the University." He left many marks
upon Rice, and he was proud of them all.
There aren't as many flowers on campus
now. The cape jasmine had to be removed in
the spring of 1956 because of white flies,
black rot and poor drainage. The President's
Garden changes meticulously with the seasons to provide a constant riot of color for
dignitaries, and recorded carillions blare from
hidden loudspeakers at the beginning of each
year to drive away the invading hordes of
migratory birds which also love the live oaks.
The azaleas disappeared from the road in
front of East Hall/Baker College last year,
and each Friday afternoon the non-credit
Tree-Sitting 492 class lays claim to the large
live oak on the south of the Library, closest
to the Commons. Students now call the
maintenance men 'gnomies' — the undergrounders who zip about in Cushman carts
and attend to their duties as the students attend to theirs. Any morning glories foolish
enough to lift their faces to the butterflies in
the Quadrangle are soon guillotined by the
snarl of the gasoline-powered hedgetrimmers. Yet sometimes if you glance about
in an open state of mind, you can see Tony
bustling about as he used to do. He may even
stop to ask why all the peoples don't walk
through the "Sallyporta" any more.Have you
ever seen him? He's the short and stumpy
one waving his arms, flashing a glittering
smile (when he's in a good temper), and
wearing a floppy hat which threatens to engulf him if he doesn't keep it pushed far back
on his head. That's Tony Martino.
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By William Broyles'66

veritable torrent of bile. The common saying
in Oklahoma was about the pioneers coming
William Broyles, editor of Texas Monthly
across a sign that read "Texas begins here."
magazine, discussed Texas and Texans at
Those who could read, turned back. Texas, it
Rice on December 1 as part of the 1976-77
was also said, was populated by people who
President's Lecture Series. SALLYPORT is
got lost on the way to California. Rutherford
pleased to be able to share Broyles's remarks B. Hayes was first impressed by Texas's
with the larger Rice community. Y'all enjoy
"wild prairies, chocolate-colored water, catit now.
tle, and buzzards." Another diarist, writing of
our beloved countryside, said, "There is not
a country of the same extent that has more
poor land; that has a greater number of local
ith the possible exception of New causes of disease; that has more unseemly
Yorkers, we Texans may be the and disagreeable swamps and ponds; or that
most unloved people in America. has more snakes, mosquitos, ticks, and
East Coast writers bemoaning our flies."
growing power call Texas the center of rightThe people fared little better in outsiders'
ism, repression, and racism. Against all logic estimations. A Mexican naturalist wrote that
we are known as the state that killed John F. Stephen F. Austin's capital, San Felipe, was
Kennedy. Our own best writers and artists populated by lazy people of vicious character
seem not able to get away from Texas fast who ate barbaric food and drank too much
enough, or to mock us enough once they are whiskey. An Eastern visitor remarked that
safely ensconced elsewhere. In our own "Texas may generally be regarded as a place
eyes, we may be standing high; much of the of refuge for rascality and criminality of all
world, however, even as it bows to our kinds." An English writer visited early Housstrength, appears to giggle at us behind our ton and concluded that "it is peopled by the
backs. We seem too powerful, too self- scum and refuse, the daring, adventurous,
satisfied, too rich; to them, we are the na- and lawless of other lands." Another called
tion's Arabs, backwood folk reaping the bene:- Houston "the greatest sink of dissipation and
fits of our fellow Americans' energy-starved vice that modern times have known." In
sufferings. Population, power, and the fed- Texas it was common to ask a man not what
eral treasury seem to be going our way. We he had come to Texas for, but what he had
account, for example, for ten percent of the come to Texas from. It remained for the
United States' total population growth in the grandson of John Quincy Adams to sum up
last five years. Only four nations produce the popular view of our forefathers' great
more oil; only two have a greater GNP per state. "Texas was filled with speculators, adperson. The world's two greatest economic venturers, fugitives from debt and the law,
needs, energy and food, are supplied from and ruffians generally. One would suppose
Texas as from nowhere else. In spite of little that when we introduced Texas into the
details like the shameful quality of our public Union we introduced a community at least
education and the bitter poverty of our bor- respectable. Such was not the fact. It was
der counties, our future looks enviably rosy, immoral, lawless, proslavery, uneducated,
in a world whose future is best portrayed in grasping, and generally brutal — in a word,
tones of gray.
half-civilized." A great many people still beThe envy laced with condescension which lieve we have yet to add that other half.
we seem to draw from elsewhere is nothing
Optimists say we have changed a lot since
new. Since the early days of the Texas Re- then, that our communities are now peopled
public we have had the capacity to excite a with law-abiding, church-going citizens as
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The saying in Oklahoma was
about pioneers coming across a
sign that read,"Texas begins
here." Those who could read,
turned back.
concerned with their neighbors' good fortune
as their own. I'm not so sure. After all, the
most popular body of literature from early
Texas were immigrants' guides, glowing
tracts designed to lure new settlers with tales
of wholesome folks living amid easily obtained
abundance. Few of those pamphlets presented a true picture of the hard and primitive
place that Texas was then. Texas boosters
are similarly prone to indulge in hyperbole
today and the state, in most areas, is as far
from fulfilling its promoters' exalted images
as it has always been.
One quality of those original Texans that
we seem to have lost, however, is an incorrigible (and at times maddening) devotion to
dem4racy. A profound skepticism toward officeholders and other possessors of power
permeated early Texas society. When
Mirabeau B. Lamar was appointed head of
the Texas army after San Jacinto, the army
flatly refused to accept him; officers customarily were elected, and they were deposed if they did not satisfy their soldiers.
The rights and prerogatives of authority were
granted only grudgingly to those judged
worthy of them and were subject to being

.00
revoked. When President Sam Houston dis"
patched Texas Rangers to remove the TeX,5
archives from Austin to a capital more to /115
Mang, a peppery tavern keeper and solve
armed townsfolk attacked the Rangers in tle
dead of night, forcibly retrieved the public
documents, and returned them to Austul'
The pomp and panoply which surrounds pubtic office and private power today would have
outraged our ancestors.
Nothing would please me more than thei
opportunity to talk about the many virtues
our great state, or to set forth for public eroll,,
lation prominent Texans pursuing lives of selit
less dedication. However, because I respec,
this vigorous skepticism of our ancestors,
have turned up precious few public figure5
who fill that particular idealistic bill. 111.e
greatness of Texas has never resided '11
goody-goodies anyway. Our great men hasle
shone instead with the virtues of their vlice5,;
and have been, like Sam Houston, or Lyrid°'i
Johnson, resolutely human. They, like MI)
of us, have been too busy building to put
much polish. Texas has always attracted tB:
financially ambitious, the worldly Horatio
gers; we have not been such a beacon to el'
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culture which flourishes in more gentle, more
settled lands. The excitement, of course, is
that Texas is still to be built — the finishing
touches can always be put on later. But even
amid the glittering modern cities we have
raised on the prairies in the last twenty
Years, we seem vulnerable to easy putdowns. We have bought culture, not produced'it. We have covered our rough frontier
ways with a veneer of wealth, but we remain
rough underneath. We are still more at home
With a longnecked beer bottle than with a
Champagne glass.
I. But let's not feel too put upon. The world
as had a crucial collaborator in painting the
Portrait of Texas as a giant wart on the body
of Western civilization: we Texans ourselves.
After all, we are the ones who import
'Vera and art from New York and Boston,
Who wait until the East and West coasts have
inade Western clothing and music popular before embracing it ourselves. We have been,
in short, our own worst enemy.

op.

Francisco, or else they left the country entirely. Everyone, of course, even in those
cities, rebels against his past in one way or
another. For young Texans, however, that
past offered a particularly easy target, especially when the natural rejection has been
fueled by the common assumption that nothing good could grow in this barren soil.
The very vastness of Texas's soil in fact
worked in favor of this attitude. There was
simply so much of Texas that things seemed
to be so little here, a sort of intellectual
equivalent of the old saying that Texas was
the place "where there are the most cows
and the least milk, the most rivers and the
least water, and where you can look the
furthest and see the least."
The contrary example of an area whose
history has enriched its geography may illustrate my point. For centuries the fulcrum of
Western Europe has lain between London
and Berlin. Hardly one of the 583 miles which
separates the two cities is without many

layers of history — whether of war or peace,
religion or commerce, culture or politics.
Buildings, monuments, battlegrounds, place
names, and art, literature, and music link
modern Europe to the Europe of Charlemagne, Shakespeare, and Bismarck. For
anyone who lives in or visits such a region,
the past is a living part of the present. Let us
compare those 583 miles to the 510 miles
between Lubbock and Laredo. There is little
evidence that anything has ever happened
within this huge stretch of land, roughly the
same size as the entire Western Fronts of
World Wars I and II. The same might be said
of the 740 miles between El Paso and Orange

ings of the Texas Republic mostly long vanished or cannibalized into modern tackiness.
Since we no longer occupy the past's
architecture, we no longer touch its
world. With most of the evidence of our
history erased, only the land remains to
provide clues of who we are and where
we came from.
The land, however, as much as it has
dwarfed our human strivings and as maligned
as it has been by outsiders who do not appreciate its definite but unspectacular
charms, is still the very root not only of our
character but our economy. Everything, in
the end, comes back to its great spaces.
Power in Texas has always been rooted in the
land, 265,000 square miles of it, an area
larger than France and England put together.
But while France and England produced
Napoleons and Wellingtons, DeGaulles and
Churchills, Prousts and Shakespeares — a
sort of genius which seems to breed in the
compact ferment of Europe — Texas soil has
yielded expansive characters appropriate to
vacant space and endless new opportunities.
Texans have seldom had to stay put and test
their wits against the close, confining environment of other, equally ambitious folk,
have seldom had to escape the heavy hand of
the past — or been able to draw from it its
lessons.
Since the battle of San Jacinto, great
changes have overtaken Stephen Austin's little colony on the edge of the world. We are
now the third most populous state in the
country, with four times as many people as
lived in all thirteen American colonies when
the Declaration of Independence was signed.
Texas is the only state with three of the nation's ten largest cities and is the most urban
state after New York, California, and New
Jersey. Texas is, in short, far more cosmopolitan, statistically speaking, than most of
us believe. Yet these changes have come almost too quickly to be absorbed. In 1920,
around the time John Connally, Lloyd
Bentsen, and Dolph Briscoe were born, the
largest city in Texas was San Antonio, with a
population of 161,000, or about the combined
current population of Pasadena and Orange.
Today there are seven cities in Texas larger,
most of them many times larger. In comparison, cities like Boston and Saint Louis were
smaller in population in 1970 than in 1920.
The numbers, however, tell only part of
the story. In Texas, power always comes
back to the land. The first really powerful

compared to the 721 miles between Moscow
and Warsaw, or the 690 miles between Paris
and Rome. Skeptics might retort that it is no
great blessing to have had two world wars
fought across your back yards, or that the
past could also be a dead hand throttling the
present. True — in theory — on both counts;
TeNas, however, is in little danger of experiencing either such disaster.
The real problem is not that we lack a history, but that its signs have been erased. In
the zeal with which each generation of Texans has extirpated all evidence of its predecessors, we have lbst all traces of the great
explorer La Salle, of the pirate Lafitte, of
Comanche battles, of immigrant paths, of
early settlers, or even of the Civil War, which
Texas's admission to the Union helped ignite.
The Spanish missions are unused, the build-

Texans were ranchers, royalty of a Cattle
Kingdom that lasted only a couple of decades
before it was destroyed by the industrial culture it had fed. Barbed wire and windmills
broke up the range. But technology did not
break the power of the land, it merely transformed it. Great fortunes were built on
timber and cotton, two resources that
technology helped harvest.
In spite of this growth, however, Texas
was still a colony. Eastern and European
money financed its cattle ranges, its saw
mills, its cotton gins. Eastern and European
markets bought its products. Texas was an
underdeveloped country, supported and
exploited by the industrial East, and kept in
line by a homegrown aristocracy rooted in its
control of the land. The first coming of oil was
no different. Although the populists had suc-

We should wonder why we
have produced no Saul Bellow
James Baldwin,or Carlos Fuentes.
Our experience had been as imPortant and memorable as theirs.

I

the course of my education at Rice I was
taught by some professors who believed
that they were bringing education to the
n
Provinces,
that little in Texas was worth
serious interest. At this Texas institution
these professors would enthusiastically teach
Ine about ward politics in Boston or Manchester, England — but not about Texas politics;
about the quirks of the puritans or the
'a'or problems of English mills — but nothing
?f. Texas culture or economy. We studied
iir:Ish folklore but disdained the folklore of
xas, read letters and diaries from settlers
Africa and veterans of the Boer War but
spurned similar documents from the settlers
Texas and the army at SanJacinto. We read
'w England literature but not our own. We
gu
vii stakenly were taught that since history
as written in the East, it was also made
there.
s. We took our cues from the Eastern univer,
I•tles and never stopped to consider the sigcance of our own heritage. The fault has
en ours. One example should suffice. For
"lost of us, Mexico is a place for entertainent and shopping. Yet the Texas-Mexico
rder is one of the three places in the world
woo
4,Scuith Africa and Israel being the others —
ere the civilization of Western Europe
n dis"
rexas
N ares a land border with the Third World.
e aturally we study the great age of European
to fils
ecItPansion, the end of colonialism, and the
some
in the
tkrtling world tension between the rich napublic
a:ns and the poor nations. Yet we see them
cieesomething abstract, something across an
u
i an from our own isolation without realizhave
:IR that they are right here, that the view
fier
2ss the Rio Grande river from the top
ji the
th'r., of El Paso banks into the hovels around
3es'91
Ofe Juarez dump is a view into the very kernel
etini
; theorld history, a view more important than
4so: Al view across the border into East Berlin.
atis. never suspect that the occasional illegal
ors, 1
irle,° who might help tend Rice's shrubbery is
gates
RiZet the personification of the great gaps in
The
pr kal income which constitute the central
'
led ill
a0
°.ulern of our times. We are so biased
I have i4t
the significance of our own home — it
vices'
to . "local" — that we missed, and continue
yudo0
‘
r41liiss, what is under our noses.
friOSt
411 e turn our backs on our own heritage,
jut 00
toa,sfiee from it as fast as we can. A great
tb! tva:? of the brightest minds in my class
tio Al- 'Ved no time getting out of Texas for good.
to tbe
Y fled to the supposed intellectual corn,I. of
"I Washington, New York, Boston, San
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ceeded in running John D. Rockefeller's
Standard Oil out of the state in the 1890s,
when Spindletop came in it was only a matter
of time before the Texans who found and
pumped the oil got squeezed out by the Easterners who financed it. Both Texaco and Gulf,
founded in the wake of Spindletop, became
Eastern companies; Only Humble Oil, a more
Texan organization, survived independently
for a generation before being absorbed into
Exxon. It was not until Fred Florence of
Republic Bank in Dallas conceived of using
oil in the ground as collateral for loans that
Texans began to control Texas oil.
Without oil and cheap natural gas Texas
would still be essentially a rural state. Houston would have been unairconditioned and
would have remained a minor city, a Texas
Calcutta habitable only by the hardy and the
oblivious. But even with the coming of oil, the
power that lay in land held its own. Oil, after
all, had to be drilled in someone's field, and
the landowners exacted their price. Old
Texas farm, ranch, cotton, and timber
families suddenly became oil millionaires; the
King Ranch made an arrangement with
Humble Oil and survived and prospered as
an anomaly in the twentieth century; hundreds
of other Texas aristocrats did the same. Yet
even oil, gas, and petrochemicals, the state's
premier businesses, employ only 200,000
workers, or 4 percent of the work force.
Texas is far more complicated than a mere
energy sheikdom.

ower in Texas, in short, is not like
power in the other great urban centers
of the world. The most powerful
people today in Dallas and Houston cut
their teeth in small towns, back in the days
when their cities were the size Wichita, Kansas is today. Small wonder that there is a
certain dazed schizophrenia among us, what
could best be diagnosed as a strong case of
future shock. Small wonder, also, that we can
also be among the most flexible of people. It
takes considerable resilience to adapt habits
learned in a city of 200,000 to a city of 1.4
million in a state three times as large as it was
only a few decades ago. This change, however, is nothing new. The Cattle Kingdom
spanned only twenty years; the oil boom
thirty years; the petrochemical industry has
been with us only since World War H.
But even as our economy begins to stand
on its own feet, our cultural life is still the life
of a colony. We take our cues from
elsewhere. In spite of our growing size and
power, we have yet to exert a strong cultural
leadership the way New York and California
have. As important as our history has been, it
has still been worked out away from the great
urban centers of America, and consequently
has had little recognition from the arbiters of
high culture. We have had so little time for it,
there has been so much else to do, that we
have had to import culture the same way
early Texans once had to import wives.
We should not stop converting our oil fields
into paintings and opera, but we should begin
wondering why so little art reflects our own
experience. Local culture is a fragile flower,
liable to die as much from excess of fawning
support as from neglect. We should expect to
produce culture able to blossom in the light of
universal standards, and we should not
applaud mediocrity simply because it is ours.
Still, we should wonder why we have produced no Saul Bellow, James Baldwin, or
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How much easier it would be to identify
with the cowboys who play football in Dallas
than the dirty, ragged men who drove scrawny
cattle north after the Civil War.

eau

Carlos Fuentes. Our experience has been as
important and as memorable as theirs. What
passes for our contemporary Texas culture is
too often pseudo country music sung by some
drunken poseur from New Jersey. This burlesque of our heritage — middle class hippies
now playing redneck, complete with revived
longneck bottles and cowboy boots — is
some testimony to our yearning for something legitimate. And perhaps this music may
bring in its wake the flowering of a legitimate
culture. At least it is a measure of rebellion
against the engulfing homogeneity of media
America. Jerry Jeff Walker, as inauthentic as
he is, is still better than Kojak or Mannix.
Of course, in this day and time it may not
seem particularly important to dwell overlong
on something so admittedly regional. The
modern economy with its globe-spanning

unites us. We are a virtual nation-state within
a nation. Our size, our history as a separate
nation, and the very stereotypes of Texas
cowboys, wildcatters, and wheelerdealers
have all added to this uniqueness. But what
finally sets us apart is the simple act of faith
that lets us accept and believe this heritage.
We are unique because we believe we are —
not a very enlightening statement, but such
identifications are not very rational.

t all comes down to us. In less than a generation, in a space of several years, we
could easily, almost imperceptibly, simply
stop believing there is anything unique
about us. We could lay down the burden of
pretending River Oaks has anything in common with the vanished open range, that
chemical engineers are somehow related to
wildcatters, that bankers carry on the tradition of wheelerdealers, that our politicians
are descended from Sam Houston, that cities
of a million or more people represent the
culmination of the frontier and the Alamo, or
that the Ship Channel has anything whatsoever to do with San Jacinto. How much
easier it would be, simply to identify with the
cowboys who play football in Dallas than the
dirty, ragged men who drove scrawny cattle
north after the Civil War.
Nationalism is a commonheld belief, right
or wrong, that people share a common culture, but today there is little actual evidence
for our being different from the rest of
America. Most of us work in cities, and Texas
is virtually as urbanized as New Jersey. Our
cities are becoming the melting pots of the
1970s. They are blending the children and
corporations and its standardized shopping grandchildren of ranchers, oil men, rural folk,
centers, food franchises, and hotels, along and rednecks into one consistency, just what
with modern communications — particularly the cities of the East did for the children and
television and the movies but also music — grandchildren of Italian, Irish, and central
have made America one country much European immigrants. The theme of Giant
more effectively and completely than the Civil is the same as Godfather .11 — the old ways
War ever could. We are a conquered people, pass, and the new ones seem to give us little
beaten down by soap operas and McDonald's. solace. We have become accepted, we are
Yet something lingers, something which less frequently stereotyped and maligned.
should not be lost. I don't mean some ill- But that acceptance has not been on our own
named ethnic purity, but a sense of cultural terms. The growth of which we are so proud
uniqueness, some cream amid the has meant that most of us now live in suburbs
homogenized milk of modern life.
which are indistinguishable from suburbs
With the exception of California, Texas is anywhere. What then makes Houston difthe only state with the culture of an entire ferent from Phoenix and Atlanta, or Dallas
region. Mention the New Jerseyite or the from Minneapolis and Seattle? In addition,
Oregonian and the vaguest of images come to the great migration southward has filled our
mind, no doubt confused with similar images cities not only with transplanted Eastern
for their neighboring states. Other Ameri- executives, but with poor blacks and whites
cans may think of themselves as Easterners, forced off the rural economy of Texas and
New Englanders, even Southerners, but no Louisiana. Do either group — the ex-New
other state has quite the same panache as we Jersey executives, or the poor blacks — feel
do when we say we are Texans. Texan is particular attachment to "Texas" as an idea or
supposed to mean something, to set us apart a culture? I doubt it. Can we help them?
from Arkansans as much as from Indianans.
The real question, of course, is do we
What is it? What does it mean to be a Texan? care? Should we simply give up? This
Certainly geography gives no clear answer. "unique" Texas about which I have been
East Texas is more like Mississippi than like
the Panhandle, which is more akin to North
Dakota than to South Texas, which is more
like the Chihuahuan Desert than the pine
forests of East Texas. We have seven distinct
geographical regions. We are also split by the
98th meridian, the rough dividing line between the South and the West, or between
the Eastern forests and the Great Plains. Not
only are we where the West begins, we are
where the East peters out. " Vhat unites such
diversity, that gives the East Texas red dirt
farmer some sense of common heritage with
the high plains irrigated crop scientist?
The common saying is that Texas is a state
of mind, that the same sort of nationalism
which unites Frenchmen of different regions

I

speaking may simply be a romantic mirage, or
else an invention of people like me who have
some vested interest in Texans feeling
they are something different, even something
special. All the forces of the economy, population shifts, education, technology, and mass
communication, are working to make us just
fir$.
like everybody else. Well, perhaps that is
Ch
what the future holds. Certainly there is not
much place in it for the old Texas stereotypes
— the cowboy, the wildcatter, the wheeleren,
dealer: the great herds, the great wells, and
Pre
the great fortunes are mostly behind us.
What will tomorrow's Texan be like?
$32
If somehow we can check our headlong
rush into the surburban mainstream of
got
America, if we can retain some of the positive
net
elements of our heritage, our openness, our
!no]
dov
expansiveness, our willingness to experiment, our sense of place, then perhaps we
can continue to survive as an anomaly. I'd like
frie
to see that, but I am not overly optimistic
about it. The great progress we have made
$13
sinf
toward joining the Union — civil rights, air
conditioning (can you imagine Shell moving
down here without it?) and the general civilizfar
ing of our culture — have all helped. Our
befc
problem may be not that, as John Quincy
Adams's grandson said, we are half-civilized,
,Pas
Six
but that we've become too civilized by half. I
only hope, that as we continue to grow and
"progress," we can preserve the best of oi,r
qua
heritage in the process. I came back to Texas
to help do that. Many other Texans I know
niv(
are doing the same. Even the ones who live
$50
outside Texas are coming to identify more
A
and more with the state. As one said, away
succ
the
from Texas it has become something special
to be a Texan — down here, anyone can be
one. I sense, perhaps optimistically, that we
ceiN
chai
are on the verge of a mild sort of regional
awakening, that we are at last becoming able
folio
wou
to take ourselves seriously, without being defensive — or offensive — in the process, that
rath
to si
we stand a chance. I think it's worth a try.
Shortly after the end of World War II, a
woman from the Temperance Union stormed
and
indignantly into Winston Churchill's office.
getl"Mr. Churchill," she said, "I have read in the
newspapers that the brandy you consumed
Wor
during the war would fill this room up to
here." Gesturing with her hand, she indicated
Pres,
tobc
a spot roughly halfway up the wall. The late
Prime Minister removed his cigar and stood
thoi
silently, pondering the imaginary spot on the
attei
wall marking the sea of brandy he was accused of consuming. Then he spoke. "MY
dear madam," he said, "so little have I done"
— he indicated with his hand the level the ((
lady had shown — "so much have I left to do"
— and he lifted his hand in an arc taking in the
remaining height of the room. We Texans
have a similar, although less explicit, task before us. We have done much, but much remains. In the effort we will, I hope, define our
future.

Our problem may be not that,as
John Quincy Adams's grandson
said, we are half-civilized, but
that we are too civilized by half.
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YEAR ONE:WE MET THE CHALLENGE
Rice went well over the top in meeting the
first of ten years of the Brown Foundation
Challenge.
In comments on the final tabulation,
William W. Akers, professor of chemical and
environmental engineering and vicePresident for external affairs, noted that:
— Of $659,184 in total alumni giving,
$325,861 was in new gifts.
— Of $169,303 in gifts by trustees and
governors, past and present, $64,462 was in
new gifts. In addition, over the past twelve
months, this group has given gifts to the endowment totaling $1,230,530.
Of $331,575 given by non-alumni
friends, $220,000 was in new gifts.
— Corporate giving of $654,259 is
$130,000 more than ever given before in a
single year of the annual fund.
— Giving by the five youngest classes "is
far in excess"of anything they have ever done
before, earning $100,000 in matching funds.
— In previous years only one class sur)
I ssed 50 percent participation. This year
six qualified, earning a $50,000 direct award.
— The three top classes in total giving
qualified for a $50,000 direct award.
— The tenth, twenty-fifth, and fiftieth anniversary reunion classes qualified for a
$50,000 direct award.
Akers also pointed out the Rice family's
success appears even more dramatic given
the time frame of the first year:
— First drafts of the challenge were received in March by Herbert Allen, then
chairman of the Board of Governors. By the
infiowing month it had been decided that 1976
would be the first year of the challenge,
rather than waiting until January 1, 1977
to
start.
— Campaign organization, preparation,
and printing of materials were all pulled together during the summer months.
— Rice's first workshop for volunteer fund
Workers was held August 28.
— Nineteen "Rice Today" programs were
Presented from coast to coast between October 5 and December 9 with nearly two
thousand alumni, parents, and friends
at
tending.

"I've seen Rice do
a lot ofimpressive
things, but this is
thefinest."
"This is as happy a moment as I've ever
had in my association with Rice," George R.
Brown '20, told a luncheon group at Rice
January 10 after hearing the first-year results
of the Brown Foundation Challenge. "I've
seen Rice do a lot of impressive things, but
this is the finest," he said. "I think we're on
the road to a much better future than we
were a year ago."
Less than a year ago the final touches were
being put on the Brown Challenge. After over
three decades of leadership and financial support for Rice, George Brown had looked into
Rice's future and been disturbed by what he
saw. "I felt that if we didn't do something,
Rice would be in trouble financially within five
years," he said. "At the rate of inflation today
I didn't think Rice would be able to meet its
expenses. Something had to be done."

That "something" turned out to be the
Brown Foundation Challenge, described by
Vice-President William W. Akers as "the
most important event in Rice history since
the founding of the institution and creation of
ILLUSTRATION BY MAURICE LEWIS its original endowment by Mr. Rice."
Its dimensions startled both the staff and
volunteer fund-raising teams at Rice. The
challenge called on Rice supporters to give
more than ever before in the first year, and
then to constantly better that for nine more
years. Furthermore, the challenge terms
said, Rice was already in its first year — the
clock was running now, with the year almost
half over.
The challenge set goals for four key groups
people even several thousand miles away is —alumni, governors and trustees past and
very impressive.
present, non-alumni friends, and corpora"We thought we could convince people to tions. If they would raise $1,325,000 for curhelp maintain the private university and the rent operations the first year, the Brown
Brown Challenge is the lever to prove the Foundation would match this with a gift of
proposition, and very quickly. It is an impor- $1,350,000 to Rice's fixed endowment.
tant step up. Without it, I think the university
The goals steadily increase each year — to
would have gone along on a gradual upward $1.6 million the second year, $2 million the
curve, a positive slope, continually improving third, $2.35 the fourth, and $2.7 the fifth
its resources, worried by the possibility of a through the tenth years. If it is successful, at
dimunition of quality. Optimistic now, we can the end of ten years Rice will have raised
look forward to nineteen ninety and say that $23.6 million, thus qualifying for $20.7 million
we can maintain the institution in its past and in foundation gifts to the endowment. That
present mode in most areas.
will in turn produce more than $1 million a
"Whereas we thought we could do it, and year income under the most conservative
thought that there were enough people will- investment estimate.
That will indeed make possible a much beting to support the university, this proves it."
ter future for Rice.

It will have an almostimmediate
effect on our operation."
SALLYPORT asked President Hackerman to
ssess Rice's situation in light of the success
in the first year of the Brown Challenge.
These are some of his thoughts:
"A big difference, of course, is that whereas
or seven months ago we just thought we
ew what the major sources of support for
next fifteen years would be, we now
'
unw what they will be.
"Many people would not have bet solidly on
°Ltir meeting all the various categories of the
efL'allenge during this first year. But we cerc.,nIY did and it will have an almost immediate
a ct on our operations. We had budgeted an
itn
t., count of money for gift income for fiscal
ii.77$ which I think is twenty percent lower
"Ian what will actually be available to us because of the challenge response. Adding this

twenty percent could make the difference between full quality and less quality. We can
now go back into the budget in preparation
and use it in the best possible way. That will
be predominately for merit raises.
"Success in this first year also has a longterm effect, as the Brown matching portion
goes into the endowment and begins producing investment income. This is a matter we
must not forget.
"But the first year's success has overriding
importance in that it shows what the Rice
community can do. It points up the fact that
people — far removed from this Houston
campus — are vitally interested in Rice, and
that they will show their interest with more
than just a bow to the institution. This is
crucial. The amount of concern shown by
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"We can't say'thank you'enough."..
On behalf of the Office of Development,
Vice-President Akers expressed a heart-felt
"thank you" January 12 to the hundreds of
volunteers who gave of their time that the
first year of the challenge campaign might be
successful. "All of us at Rice are deeply appreciative for the enthusiastic financial response in the first year of the Brown Foundation Challenge," he said, and added:
"We can't say 'thank you' enough to the
volunteer fund workers, alumni, parents, and
friends who brought enthusiasm to the challenge program. Without them we simply could
not have undertaken the large program
necessary to meet something so big and so
important to the future of Rice as this challenge. Such projects as the telethons
and 'Rice Today' programs require large
groups of devoted volunteers. The alumni
class chairmen worked endless hours for
their success.
"It is this way throughout our volunteer
organization. Rice has a remarkable asset in
the willingness of its alumni and friends to do
more than merely 'respond.' They participate
fully and bring excitement to the effort. The
true wealth of Rice is its people."

"There are fewer and fewer
schools like Rice, and we
can't afford to lose it."
Success in the corporate sector for the
first year of the Brown Foundation Challenge
is evidence of widespread recognition for the
need of"universities like Rice."
This is one of the convictions that George
Hansen '50, vice-president for the Western
Division of Armco Steel Corporation and
chairman of the business division for the
Brown challenge, held going into the campaign and holds even more deeply after corporate gifts'went over the top.
"There are fewer and fewer schools like
Rice," Hansen said after the campaign. "One
by one, they slip over into the public sector.
Business is concerned about this. Corporate
leaders know what is happening, and they
don't like it. This kind of small university is
extremely beneficial to society, and we can't
afford to lose it." Hansen feels the matching
aspects of the Brown Challenge had a great
deal to do with a substantial record of new
gifts coming into the corporate area of the
challenge efforts.
His team captains also point to some other
factors. Gilbert G. Allen '48, general manager for Baroid Petroleum Services of N.L.
Industries, Inc., said other Rice people joined
his team to make corporate calls. "They're
good people, they care about the school, and
they were willing to carry out the program."
J. Gregory Reilly '66, attorney in the international department for Pennzoil, found the
work in the campaign "very interesting and
challenging." He adds, "We made a lot of
first-time calls and while we didn't get that
many gifts, I had a strong feeling we were
building for the future, that we were making
contacts which Rice had never made before.
That will have results down the line."
In his calls, W. T. Thagard '34, vicechairman orthe board for Texas Eastern,
Transmission Corporation found that the
business community has a "good attitude"
toward Rice. "There was a greater effort this
year to reach the corporate community," he
noted. "There were more people working,
and this wider participation definitely helped.
I certainly believe the corporate community
wants to assist Rice."
William H. Davis '48, senior vice-president
for Texas Commerce Bank, said the campaign designed for the Brown Challenge was
a definite forward step. "Everyone had just
three corporate calls to make this year," he
pointed out. "The overall effort was successful because there were so many contacts
made -it was a good system."

BROWN CHALLENGE:
YEAR ONE
Category

Brown Goal

Amount Raised

Alumni
Governors*
Non-Alumni Friends
Corporations

$ 475,000
150,000
50,000
650,000

$ 659,184
169,303
331,575
654,259

$1,325,000

$1,814,321

In addition to gifts for current operations, members of the Board of Governors
contributed more than $1,230,530 for endowment and other purposes.

Final Tally, 1976
Alumni subcategories
of $50,000. Over $17,000 of the class of
1. Five most recent classes-1971, 1972,
1929's total is earmarked for a class
1973, 1974, 1975-needed to raise
scholarship fund.
$25,000 to qualify for a $100,000 match.
4. The classes which celebrated fiftieth,
These classes raised $26,733.
twenty-fifth, and tenth anniversary
2. Six classes-1916, 1917, 1918, 1921, 1929,
reunions in 1976 each had special soand 1930- had at least 50 percent of
licitations and earned a direct award of
their members respond to the challenge.
$50,000. The class of 1926 raised $12,191
They earned a $50,000 direct award.
with 46.1 percent participation; the class
3. The top three classes in total dollars given
of 1951 raised $13,251 with 33.5 percent
-1929($38,188), 1964($29,575), and
participation; and the class of 1966 raised
1942($28,458)-earned a direct award
$7,177 with 29.6 percent participation.

EXTRA EFFORT
When the Rice family decides on a big
giving effort, there's nothing hesitant or
grudging about their support.
A few gifts in the first year of the Brown
Foundation Challenge exemplify that spirit:
-One member of the class of 1971 made
a 400-mile round-trip from Louisiana to
Houston to deliver his $200 gift New Year's
Eve since it was the last year his gift would
qualify for 4-and-1 matching given gifts from
alumni of the five youngest classes.
- A young couple in Dallas learned that
the five youngest classes were struggling in
November to make their $25,000 goal and
sent their $1,000 check for Rice Associates
membership in 1976 rather than 1977 to get
the maximum possible match.
- One gift took the form of 500 Series
1928 $5 Federal Reserve notes in the original
mint packages with consecutive serial numbers. Each of those notes has grown to be
worth $47.50, making the gift worth $23,750
and putting the class of 1964 in second place
for "most dollars" given during year one.
-A New Mexico alumnus who had never
given to Rice before sent in a check for
$10,000. It qualified as a "new gift" under the
challenge and with a 2-and-1 match became
worth $30,000.
-An alumna in the class of 1961 decided
to make her first large gift to Rice in the fOrni
of 500 shares of stock. That day the stock
market gave her gift a value of $10,025, making all but $25 eligible for 2-for-1 matching at
that level-no matter what the stock market
does later.

"Rice Today presentation
was a significant and
useful reminder."
High among successes of the Brown Foundation Challenge first year was a series of
nineteen "Rice Today" meetings arranged in
cities across the country for alumni and
parents of Rice students. Local alumni
leaders enthusiastically supported the program, and retained their enthusiasm even
after it was over.
For Stanley Moore '37, coordinator for the
first program in Midland, "Rice Today" went
far beyond any financial objectives. "To the
alumni of my generation," he says, "it
brought a significant and useful reminder of
our days at Rice and what those days ultimately meant to our individual lives."
Furthermore, he feels Midland was a
good place to start the series of nationwide
meetings. "Our meeting was a wonderful
experience and helped set the momentum
for our involvement in the Brown Foundation Challenge."
For Neal Lacey '52, president of the Association of Rice Aluinni and coordinator for
the Dallas meeting, their program helped to
increase participation by Dallas-area alumni
and to get them more closely involved with
Rice. "After all, this challenge is the greatest
opportunity we've had in a long time and we
ought to take advantage of it. Alumni should
take the leadership in this effort. There's a
lot of work to be done and Mr. Brown was
very wise in making it tough to meet the
individual goals."
New York coordinator Leon Nad '46, now a
CPA and partner in Price Waterhouse, feels
the challenge's first-year success "reflects

the high regard Rice alumni and the commu- mula he developed to encourage the particinity in general have for the university. I also pation of more recent graduates." In general,
consider the excellent leadership provided she adds, "I believe Mr. Brown and the chalby President Hackerman as a major factor in lenge he has posed through the foundation
are bound to lead Rice toward solid, long-run
this success."
Another look beyond the financial impact of development of its financial security."
For Charles Blair '31, Los Angeles
the challenge was expressed by Lucy Ann
Webster Conley '42, Boston-area coor- chairman, "Rice is well worth the effort
dinator. "I strongly believe that the long- since, as a private school, it has the right
term benefits of this achievement will surpass blend of undergraduate and graduate studies
its financial aspects," she said. "I also hope - in contrast to many other institutions Of
this success will bring to Boston and New higher education in the country that seem to
England alumni a better awareness of the have forgotten about the undergraduates."
He adds, "I was also very pleased with the
challenge's scope and the immense opportunity it offers all of us to be of service to Rice." turn-out for our meeting, which brought toMary Lou Hertenberger Laubach '58, gether a good mix of Rice graduates, front
Denver-area coordinator, believes "This first the class of 1921 through the class of 1976.
year success should encourage us to build on Although we in Southern California are re'
the new dimensions Rice curricular offerings mote from the campus, the response to the
have reached since my days on campus presentation was very good. The meet1
twenty years ago. The addition of substantial brought us closer to Rice and its objectives.
courses is music, fine arts, and education
"Rice Today" meetings and their coot'
have broadened the career choices for Rice dinators also included John L. Cox '45, MI&
alumni."
land; Donald H. Ray '59, Richard Steed '54,
Laubach especially applauds including par- and Frank Goss, '49, Fort Worth; Lee
ents of Rice students in the audience, for Blocker '39 and Randy Beck '71, Austin;
"these are people directly involved with the Judge Eugene Sisk '38, San Antonio; Jennie
university. They gave our meeting a mean- Sweeny Clarke '33, Corpus Christi; DorothY
ing beyond the usual nostalgic touch one Zapp Forristall '39, Beaumont; Al Beerman
might otherwise expect. The entire program '56, Chicago; Myra Russek '72 and Bill Nei'
was extemely well-received, and the slide son '65, St. Louis; Carol Nelson '67, Wash:
commentary by Sandy Havens (Professor ington, D.C.; Bill Allen '55, Oklahoma city,
Neil'58) was excellent."
Dick Audrain '57, Tulsa; Burton McMurtrY
Gloria McDermith Shatto '54, coordinator '56, San Francisco.
for Atlanta, found the entire Brown approach
impressive, especially, she says, "the for-
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Rice's top leadership paused only for a
moment to observe the successful first year
of the Brown Foundation Challenge.
"We're already more than a month into the
second year," commented Board of Governors Chairman James U. Teague. "Now we
have really go to put our shoulders to the
wheel. We have shown what we can do when
We are challenged. I'm delighted with the resPonse we have had. The money is vital to
our future. Even more important than that,
We have learned how strong we are when
We are properly organized and we have a
tough, worthwhile goal to work toward. We
have learned a lot about ourselves and
our strengths this year.
, "We've asked a lot of people to do one of
toe most difficult things there is — to look
within themselves and ask how much they
Fan give to something they really believe
m, and to ask other people for money. I've
told our fund-raising volunteers they don't
have to look at their shoes when they are
'talking about Rice. We must never lose sight
of the fact that raising the money isn't an
end in itself.
"What we are doing is assuring that this
great university can, in spite of spiraling
costs, continue free and independent — free
to teach, free to think, and free to exist in its
0wn tradition."
• Herbert Men '29, board chairman at the
time the Brown Foundation Challenge was
received, sees another dimension to the first
Year's success.
'This will help create the long-term atmosphere we need to help Rice. We only really
started just yesterday to organize continuing
amlual support for Rice. The long-term job
Wasn't being done at a time when all costs
Were accelerating. People have to learn to
ve financial support, and it takes organizag°O — a lot of people, well-organized.
The important thing is that there's enough
ich,allenge to inspire a far more serious effort.
,tr s great to have, and what's even greater is
1-flat it is creating an atmosphere in which this

kind of effort can continue. The challenge is
big and carefully constructed enough to inspire a serious, long-term effort."
E.Dell Butcher'34,trustee liaison with the
Rice University Fund Council, takes a long
view of Rice's efforts to gain financial
strength.
"This is the only way we can face up to
increased costs, mainly for personnel and
energy. Tuition can't be high enough to pay
the way. Other money has to be brought in; it
has to be given. This ten-year campaign affects both operating funds and the endowment. Neither is enough in itself.
"What has put us over is a combination of
the Brown Foundation Challenge, the years
we have put into fund-raising, and the efforts
since receiving the challenge. When I was at
Rice we had no tuition. Now we have to
realize that tuition alone is not enough. Mr.
Brown has given us a valuable tool because
most people could quadruple their gifts performed far above the national average for
alumni of all ages.
"People are interested now in working on
the campaign. We're moving, and we'll continue gaining strength and momentum as we
go along."
Lebbeus C.Kemp, Jr.'29,chairman of the
Rice University Fund Council, looks backward only briefly:
"We have to look both ways — at what we
accomplished the first year, and what we face
in the years ahead. It's not so much what we
have done as what we need to do. As late as
November we were concerned about some
areas. From now on we have a new challenge
to meet. With the group we have working on
it, we can do it. Every year is going to be
tougher. As we get more and more people
participating, I think we'll make it — but we
can't let up.
"From now on, getting the new gifts will be
more difficult. That's all right, that's the idea,
to make it tougher. I really feel optimistic.
We've got a gain in participation, and a lot
of momentum."

our guarantee
for the future.

'21 of Beaumont says "The challenge was a
fine gesture on the part of the Browns, a
generous thing for them to do. This type of
challenge where they meet a gift with a gift
does make a difference in our giving."
Demaris De Lange Hudspeth '42 emphasized the appreciation of Rice alumni. "I
was glad to learn our class rose to the challenge so generously provided by George and
Alice Brown, and I hope this new plan will
encourage such widespread giving that Rice
will achieve or surpass all that its founders
have hoped," she said.
Andrew Bryan '18, class chairman and a
Rice Associate, believes that the challenge
will inspire more classes to reach or pass 50
percent, as his has in the past.
Another class chairman, Lawrence A.
Hamilton '29, is doubly happy for the challenge. "By getting on the telephone the last
two weeks of the year we talked with almost
everyone," he said. "It took a lot of good hard
work by many people, and we are all proud."
Class chairman Harry Bulbrook '16 also
called people near the end of the campaign
because he feels "George Brown created an
incentive for those who have been doing
something to work a little harder and do a
little more."
He says, "As one of the earliest students
at Rice, I've had the opportunity through
fund-raising to return some of what I received from Rice in the beginning. Total fees
that first year were between $10 and $16 and
there were no laboratory fees. Rice offered
me an opportunity not only to learn but to be
associated with scholars."
Henry Studney '29 gave to both his class
scholarship fund and to the President's Club
because "It's a worthy cause and a wonderful
school. I appreciate the fact that I was able to
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c Enthusiasm for the Brown Foundation
hallenge and Rice's first year success are
ven stronger now than in the beginning.
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Lebbeus Kemp, Herbert Allen, George Brown, President Hackerman, and William Akers
after announcing the victory.
go there and work my way through. I think it
is a wonderful gesture by Mr. Brown. I am
very, very appreciative of the fine professors
I had at Rice. I was a Naval officer for years.
When I was hired by a New York firm, Rice
was a factor in my being able to get the job."
David Farnsworth '42, vice-chairman of
the Rice University Fund Council and last
year's annual fund chairman, thinks "George
Brown's challenge has assured the future
endurance'of the university. It will be difficult to achieve, but it is our guarantee for the
future."
Sara Lou Rutherford Brown '64, who with
her husband, Joseph, cochaired the 1964
class effort, feels some surprise that their
first-year goal was reached, and adds, "No
one has done as much for Rice through the
years as George Brown, and now the Brown
Foundation Challenge is matching gifts that
never would have been matched. It's a wonderful thing to do."
George Pierce '42, class chairman, is
proud that the challenge was met in year one
and has only one regret — "I wish we had
reacted even more strongly to express appreciation to the Brown Foundation itself
and to set an example for other matching
fund potential."
Jack Blanton, a Rice associate and longtime
supporter, expresses pride in his role as a
friend of the university. "As a Houstonian I'm
immensely proud of Rice. Its future is very
important to Houston. I'm so proud of it.

"We knew even a little
gift would help a lot."
Among the most exciting of many success
stories in Year One of the Brown Foundation
Challenge was that of the five youngest
classes. The $25,000 goal was surpassed and
a $100,000 matching gift was earned.
Rice has an unusually large proportion of
its newest alumni in graduate schools, usually
trying to make ends meet with fellowship
money, spouses' earnings, or parttime jobs.
There's also a sizeable number working on
the lower end of the salary scale, just starting
their professional careers, often organizing
married life, a home, a family.
Because of their limited financial base, the
Brown Foundation Challenge offered these
people the highest incentive of all — matching every gift dollar with four dollars from the
foundation. Not only did it work financially,
but it also sparked unusual enthusiasm among
the donors. Loud and clear came a genuine
appreciation for being included.
Myra Russek '72 , who organized the St.
Louis "Rice Today" program, said, "We in
the five youngest classes knew that even a
small gift would help a lot. The fact that our
gifts would be important was exciting to us.
"I personally gave to Rice the first time I
was asked. I like Rice and think it deserves
my support. I know that tuition has gone up,
and I for one couldn't have afforded to go to
Rice had the tuition been as high then as it is
now. Other people deserve the same chance
to go to Rice that I had. I decided to give in
the hope that my gift might be used to subsidize financially needy students Who
really want to go to Rice but don't have

the money."
Scott Davis lives in Kansas City with three
other Rice alums — all class of 1975. M are
students at the University of Kansas Medical
School. "M of us — Barney Graham, Sue
Berry, Charlie Billington, and I — contributed this year," he said. "Ever since I
graduated from Rice I've thought I'd someday
start giving. Every time I received a piece of
fund-raising material I'd set it aside and think
about it. I thought I could stash a little money
away and when I got enough to make a respectable donation, I'd contribute it." But
there was never enough around to do that,
he adds.
"When I got the Brown Foundation Challenge material and saw that any gift I gave
would be matched four-for-one, it pushed me
over the threshhold."
The underlying motivation? Scott puts it this
way: "I think we all feel pretty much the
same about Rice, that we had good times
while we were there. We all have fond
memories of the place. We'd all like to see
the university continue to be the same topnotch school that it was for us."
David and Julie Williams Itz, both members
of the class of '72 and youngest members of
the Rice Associates, made their annual contribution early to take advantage of the
Brown Challenge Year One. Julie, who coordinated arrangements for the "Rice Today"
program in Dallas, said, "The program
brought the campus to the people, and it
made Rice and its problems more immediate.
It was a very personal thing. There were
people here from Rice to talk with alwnni and
parents of current students. Catherine Hannah was one of those people. She later told
me that after the presentation she was literally descended upon by members of the early
1970s classes. They wanted to hear about
the committees on intercollegiate athletics
and coed housing, and Mrs. Hannah's
estimate of how Rice had changed since
they left."
She adds: "It's really not surprising to me
that the youngest five classes managed to
raise the $25,000 that was needed. Once
you're out of Rice, even for a year or two,
you begin to see things differently. When
people say, 'Oh, you went to Rice,' and are
impressed by the fact, it's nice. You feel
kindlier toward the school because you discover that your Rice degree really means
something.
"David and I enjoyed our years at Rice, and
we want to ensure that people who come
after us have the opportunity to experience
the same things we enjoyed. We want to
support Rice. Our feeling is that we can, so
we should. It's our way of giving back some
part of what we took."
Tom and Ann Patton Greene, both '71,
chaired their class fund-raising activities from
their home in Houston.
For Tom and Ann, their personal gift and
effort come from deep feelings about Rice.
He says, "I'm grateful for the education I got
there. I'm not just talking about a formal education, but the total experience. I feel that I
owe Rice a lot. I went to school on a scholarship, so I'm one of the lucky ones who
doesn't feel that I've already made my contribution to Rice through tuition. I'd like to
repay Rice for the opportunities and the education I got there."
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want to show my appreciation.
Rice faculty and staff who gave to the
Brown Foundation Challenge in the first year
had some strong reasons for doing so, going
beyond the fact they work here.
Economics professor Gaston Rimlinger believes the competition between public and
private sectors of higher education is essential. "Competition is only healthy if you don't
kill off one or the other," he argues. "Being
part of the private system I have a great deal
at stake, both philosophically and fmancially.
I have a double incentive, since I have two
children at Rice.
"I was giving to Rice before the Brown
Foundation Challenge came," he said. "Now I
feel that if everyone gives a little bit, it has
additional impact on reaching the goal. The
fact that you give is a lot more important than
what you give.
"The really attractive thing about the
Brown Foundation Challenge is that it enables us to mobilize the sentiments of a lot
of people. It gives us a focal point for rally-

ing support that might otherwise be more
difficult."
Katherine Tsanoff Brown '38, dean of undergraduate affairs and professor of art, feels
that the challenge's first-year success may
encourage others to join the effort. "I know
so much about Rice, what it does, and what it
might do," she adds. "It would be such a tremendous loss for the Brown Foundation Challenge not to succeed."
Furthermore, she says, "People who know
very little about Rice still have a sense that
Rice is doing the sort of thing they want to
support and encourage in our society. Rice is
always going to need support What it's trying to do takes a lot of money, but it's well
worth doing."
Professor Neil Havens '56, who teaches
Rice's only drama courses, directs the Rice
Players, and serves as master at Jones College, voices a widespread faculty response to
news of the challenge's first-year success. "I
think maybe the people who gave care about

Rice University and they don't want us to
be one of those private universities that
fails," he said. "People who know what the
situation is can understand that universities
can be in financially tough times, just as
individuals are."
Almost as deeply involved in Rice as
her husband, Helen Morris Havens '57 adds
emphasis to the point that "The 'outside'
interest in Rice is compelling, the fact that
somebody else cares enough to match the
gift. Being an alumna of Rice and comaster
for six years for one of the women's colleges
gives a great belief in what Rice stands for,
affection for it, and for the educational opportunities and the good times it has given us.
We're anxious to see others have the same
good experiences we have had."
Cashier's office supervisor Dorothy Eason,
on the Rice staff for fifteen years, feels that
Rice isn't in danger of closing its doors. "I
never worry about that," she says. "But with
a lot of people giving, the university can do

things it couldn't have done otherwise. And I
want to show my appreciation. Rice has been
good to me. I didn't have a lot of skills, but
someone had the patience to train me. I've
always been grateful for that."
Philosophy Professor Konstantin Kolenda
'50, who conducted the 1975-76 faculty/staff
fund effort, feels that those who support Rice
see beyond it as merely an employer. "Every
person has the option of contributing to some
worthwhile organizations, and being connected with an organization which has certain
purposes gives an additional reason to contribute," he says. "After all," he adds, "if one
is connected with an institution, one should
recognize that it is worth supporting. Mr.
Brown is saying to everyone that here is
something important. The failure to make
even a symbolic gesture in the direction of
financial support is a sign of indifference."

Giving Clubs
Welcome New
Members

Richard J. and Linda Ratner Bateman '63/Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Beekman -/67
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Berry '57/Ms. Joe Anne Berwick '44
Mr. Roy Erwin Binz, Jr. '73
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Lloyd Biringer'74/Mr. W. P. Blair '36
Mr. and Mrs. Kent J. Bordelon '62/Mr. and Mrs. K. G. Brandt'60/Dr. and Mrs. John H. Brennan '63/Mr. and Mrs. J. Richard Briscoe '58/Ms. Betty Sharon Brown '72
Mr. Igor R. Broz'44
Mr. and Mrs. Harry I. Bussa '37/'37
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Caldwell'38/'36
Dr. Isaac W. Carhart'58
Mr. and Mrs. W. Winthrop Carter '33/Mr. William R. Chase '58
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Chen
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Clark '36/'36
Mr. and Mrs. Jay B. Clark '61/'62
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Coleman,Jr. '59/Ms. Vicki L. Colthurst'74
Mr. W. Arthur Combs'20
Dr. Beryl R. Comer '53
Mr. Joseph J. W. Connor '43
Mr. Marlyn L. Cooper'47
0. Paul Corley, Jr. and
Dolores Muente Corley '74/'75
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cox '50/Ms. Judith Matthews Craig'75
Capt. Pieter F. W. Cramerus'69
Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Crow
Dr. and Mrs. Robert F. Curl'54/Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dabbs'61
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Daniels '53/'55
Ms. Dorothy Dell DeMoss'63
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. DeMoss
Dr. and Mrs. George E. Dodd -/'44
Mr. Wesley D. Dorman, III '73
Mr. Earle C. Douglas, Jr. '35
Cdr. and Mrs. H. Lee Dozier, Jr. '58/'60
Mr. Frank Dumanoir'74
Mr.James Stephen Eakins '71
Mr. Robert J. Easton '66
Ms. Jocile Baggett Eddleman'45
Mr. George E. Elam, Jr. '65
Mr. and Mrs. Lacoste G. Ellis '27/Mr. Henry G. Enck '32
Mr. Michael Estep '71
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Fairchild '49/Mrs. Elizabeth A. Ferguson
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd J. Fitzpatrick
Dr. Robert H. Floyd '61
Mr. David S. Fox'73
Dr. and Mrs. Peter A. Freeman '63/'65
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Frost '50/Mr. G. Patrick Galvin '73
Earl W. and Kathleen H. Garrunage '31/Mrs. Elizabeth K. Gayle '42
David Kent and Barbara Jenkins Gibbs'71/Mr. and Mrs.James G. Gibson -/'39
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Goad '71/Mr. Otto Ernst Goedecke'53
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Goff'47/'46
Dr. Margaret A. Goldstein '61
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Goodrich, Jr. '26/Ms. Gail Valerie Griffin '72
Mr. and Mrs. Walter P. Guenther
Mr.Joseph Talley Guill '71
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Haden '49/'44
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. Haest'51/'54
Mr. and Mrs. Ford W. Hall, Jr. '71/Mr. and Mrs. Julian Price Hamilton'39/-

William B. Hardin, Jr. M.D.'53
Mr. Michael D. Hardy '59
Dr. and Mrs. Gladstone B. Heisig '17/Mr. and Mrs. Dan J. Henderson '73/'72
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Herring '63/'63
Dwight and Beverly Hilborn '41/Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Hindman '46/'46
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Boyd Hix, Jr. '70/Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Hodges
Mrs. Jacqueline G. Hopkins
Mr. Walter E. Hopkins, Jr. '43
Mr. Edward M. Hovas'33
Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Hrivnatz'33/Dr. Frank H. Hurley '33
Mrs. Angeline C. Ingram
Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Jackson '55/'56
Mr. and Mrs. William Jacobe '42/Mr. Meredith H. James, Jr. '43
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Janes'67/Mrs. R. Marion Johnson '26
Mr. Russell T. Jones'73
Mr. and Mrs. Uriel H. Jones'66/Mr. and Mrs. James M.Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert G. Kautz
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh E. Kinnebrew '63/'66
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Kitchell '611,64
Dr. and Mrs. Michael F. Koehl'61/Mrs. Richard J. Labrecque '71
Mrs. Mary Gilbert Ladd
Mr. and Mrs. FrankJ. Lawson, III
Mr. and Mrs. Frank V. Lawson, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd W. Leggett, Jr. '58/'57
Dr. J. R. Lehman
Mr. Murphy K. Lents '73
Ms. Natalie P. LeVasseur'70
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Lilliott, Jr. '35/'38
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Lum '56/Dr. M. A. McCarthy '66
Mrs. H. R. McConnell'35
Mr. and Mrs.James P. McCrary
John M. and Juanita J. McGinty '56/'56
Mr. Robert A. McKee'40
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. McKinnon
Mr. Tom S. McMaster '71
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Albert Macaluso '49/Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Malinak '58/Ms. Lizbeth Mardis
Mr. Richard A. Marsh '73
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Marshall -I'30
Mr. L. G. Martinez'63
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. R. Mercer'41/Mr. Jay L. Miller'75
Dr. and Mrs. David Mohr '72/'72
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton S. Moore '49/Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moore '24/'26
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wm. Moreland '44/Harold G. Morris, Jr. and
Betsy Marberry Morris '741'74
Mr. Bertrand Carl Moser'67
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Nathan '33/Mr. Alsey W. Newton,Jr. '50
Mr. Andy F. Nobles '40
Mr. ancliMrs. Charles F. Ofner '36/'38
Ms. Marjorie A. O'Meara'46
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Osborn
Mr. and Mrs. James Frank Overton, Jr. '48/Mr. and Mrs. James A. Parker '59/'62
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Peet'48/Mr. Robert D. Pencil '51
Mr. Edward C. Petersen
Mr. Charles E. Peterson '67
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan W. Phillips '65/Dr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Prukop '68/Dr. and Mrs. T. A. Rabson '54/'58

Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Randolph '55/Mr. and Mrs. Dwight L. Raulston '75/Mrs. John R. Ray '35
Col. and Mrs. Charles B. Redman '48/Mr. Norman T. Reynolds'61
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Rice
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Rich '72/Mr.Jonathan R. Richardson '74
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred L. Ritter, Sr.
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Roberts'68/'69
Mr. Jay Robison '72
Mr. Robert Barnett Roosth '71
Dr. and Mrs. Nealie E. Ross, Jr. '41/Mr. and Mrs. Victor J. Rudolph
Mr. Ellis Rudy '51
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Russek
Maj. Gen. and Mrs. Homer L. Sanders '26/Dr. Peter L. Scardino '37
Dr. Mary A. Schexnayder'74
Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Schroeder '55/'55
Ms. Margaret L. Schumacher '27
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Scott, Jr. '67/'68
Mr. SpencerJ. Scott'30
Dr. and Mrs. Pravin M. Shah '64/Mr. David C. Shannon '68
Mrs. Irvin M. Shlenker
Mr. and Mrs. John David Shoemaker '57/Ms. Diane Ashford Sinclair '73
Mr. James B. Sinclair '73
Dr. and Mrs. E. Mitchell Singleton '59/Dr. and Mrs. Chadwick F. Smith -/'58
Mr. and Mrs. Hylas W. Smith
Mrs. Susan Smith '68
Mr.Jonathan Snyder'75
Mrs. Mary Harrel Stancliff'32
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Starnes '73/'73
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Stedman
Dr. Christopher G. Stephens'72
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Stone '50/Mr. and Mrs. Everett F. Stratton
Mr. and Mrs. William U. Sumner -/'60
Mr. Peter C. Sundt'50
Dr. Marie Louise Surgi-Speck '36
Mr. Charles R. Tanner'72
Mr. Harwood Taylor
Ms. Mimie J. Taylor
Mr.John L. Tinnerello '33
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Tornfohrde, Jr. '43/'43
Mr.John Robert Treichler'70
Dr. Amy Lee Turner '31
Roy and Sharon Underwood '65/'65
Mr. Albert E. Vacek '43
Thomas F. and Martha M. Van Parys'70/71
Mrs. Beverly Fonville Van Zandt'29
Mr. E. R. Volkmann '39
Mr. and Mrs. PeterJ. Volpe '56/Mr. and Mrs. Bass C. Wallace '53/'53
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stephen Weakley '72/'73
Mrs. Fred 0. Webster
Ms. Gloria Holland Weems
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph F. Weichert, Jr.
'29/'30
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Wells
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Wheeler, Jr. -/'71
Dr. and Mrs. Larry D. Whitmire '58/'59
Mrs. John V. Whittenburg
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas E. Whitty -/'59
Mr. Bruce Kilborn Williams '71 _
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Wilson '71/'70
Mr. Thomas H. Wilson '75
Mr. and Mrs. Tad Winiecki '67/Mr. and Mrs. Robert deForest Witt -/'50
Dr. Donald I. Wood
Dr. and Mrs. Nicholas Zichichi

The Founder's Club recognizes alumni and
friends who give substantial support to Rice
in undesignated funds. It welcomes these
new members entering for the first time between October and December.
The President's Club brings together
those who contribute $100 to $1,000 to
Rice's Annual Fund. These new members
entered for the first time between October
and December.

Founder's Club
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Allen '29/Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Ballard '56/Mr. and Mrs. James C. Boone -/'30
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin E. Brewer '55/Mr. and Mrs. William D. Broyles'48/'45
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chambers '33/'30
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse M. Chipman, III '56/Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Cloudman, III '65/'67
Howell H. and Dorothy Wilson
Cunyus'30/'32
Mr. C. W. Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Elder, Jr. '44/Dr. and Mrs. P. Bush Elkin '39/Dr. and Mrs. F. Scott Glover, III '34/Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd P. Hayes
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hoover'62/Mr. and Mrs. F. M.Johnson, Jr. '42/Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Johnson '54/Dr. and Mrs. Richard P. Kendall'70/Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Lane,Jr. '26/Dr. and Mrs. Walter Loewenstern,Jr. '59
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. McFarland
Mrs. C. E. McWilliams '30
Mrs. R. A. Mueller
Mrs. Wheeler Nazro '29
Mr. Philip Renn '31
Ms. Ann W. Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Sikes, Jr. '29/Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Steed '54/Mr. Henry J. Studney '29
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Treadwell'38/'39
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Watson '60/Mrs. Robert C. Wells
Mr. Charles E. Wetzel, Jr. '50
Mrs. Paul E. Wise '28

President's Club icf/
Dr. and Mrs. H. R. Aldredge, III '60/'58
Mr. David L. Aldridge '73
Mr. Darryl K. Anderson'62
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Andrews '34/Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Arnett'64/'65
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Aronson '54/Mr. Rice Aston '56
Mr. Myron E. Bailey '61
Mrs. Robert H. Baillio, Jr. '62
Dr. and Mrs. William D. Baird '49/Maurice Ballas, M.D.'58
Ms. E. Virginia Barnett'35
Mr.John E. Bartmess'70
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ramer is a commerce major, a member
of the last class in an academic program phased out because it was open
only to varsity athletes. He enjoys the
work. Elton Hale, who literally is the department in its last years, is "by far" his favorite
Rice professor.
Kramer's roommate these three and a half
years has been a bright political science major
named Mark Bockeloh. Bockeloh is as outgoing as Kramer is reserved. On Thursday
evenings they might be seen leaving campus
in Tommy's car — identifiable by the license
plate, TK QB 9 — en route to Kay's Lounge,
the beer hall north of campus. "I've met a
whole lot of people through Mark," Tommy
admits. "He knows everybody! There's
never been a problem for me in fitting in,
being isolated or whatever." Bockeloh respects more than his roommate's athletic ability. "He's real quiet with a lot of people. But
around friends he opens up and you quickly
realize that his thinking runs much deeper
than he let's on when he's kidding around
with reporters. And Tommy has proven that
you can succeed on any level you want to at
Rice. This, I think, makes him extremely valuable to the university." For his part,
Bockeloh was cocaptain, with Kramer, of
the 1976 football team, and started at
linebacker. However, more Rice students
recognize him as president of the Honor
Council.
The year has indeed been a good one for
these two residents of Sid Richardson College. But for Kramer, at least, getting here
was only half fun. Tommy Kramer may have
been the best high school quarterback in the
nation when he graduated from San Antonio's
Robert E. Lee. He was courted by college
coaches from all over the country. Spirits
were understandably high when he checked
out his equipment at 6100 S. Main. But vague
dreams of glory were not realized. The Rice
teams of Coach Al Conover were plagued
with problems, and Kramer fought reoccurring shoulder injuries. He seemed to be simply one more in a long line of better-thanaverage signal callers, a line which includes
his brother, Michael '73. who played behind
classmate Bruce Gadd.
It was not without regret, then, that by the
end of his third season, Tommy Kramer
began looking forward to getting his degree.
"So many of the people I had met, so much of
what I had done, had been in connection with
football." He settled seriously into the role of
Rice student, realizing that he might never do
what others thought he could do — and what
he felt sure he could do — as an athlete. "I
was prepared to go out and interview for a job
in business, ready to start at the bottom and
work up."
In January 1976, however, his football fortunes changed. Homer Rice, athletic director
at the University of North Carolina, resigned
his post to become head football coach (and
eventually athletic director) at the one school
where he could say, "They named the
stadium after me." Recruiting director for the
Owls Ray Alborn '62 could see the change in
Kramer soon after Rice appeared. "The
coach took Tommy aside and told him that he
was his quarterback. He let Tommy know
that he had complete confidence in him, but
that responsibility for what Tommy did was
his own."
The new coach's program stressed the importance of setting high personal goals and
then doing whatever work was necessary to
achieve them. "I set as one of my goals to be
the number one passer in the nation,"
Kramer says. "A lot of people said that was
too much. But that's the idea: You've got to
set your sights high and be willing to sacrifice, to discipline yourself, in order to
achieve what you're aiming at. When you
needed him, the coach was always there.
He's a good example of self-discipline."
Coach Rice's confidence counted for a lot,
for Kramer was not the first unusually talented quarterback he had coached. Rice had,
in fact, coached two All-America quarterbacks during the 1960s. His "Triple Pocket
Combination" offense emphasizes short,
bullet passes which are completed in two
or three seconds. A pass rush is virtually
nullified and the passer's health is protected.
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PASSING
FANCY
8Y Dana Blankenhorn '77

t's a cool December afternoon in Houston,
and a lone Rice student walks across the
campus to be interviewed. This is a com'26/mon practice, particularly among seniors
who are anxious to find a place for themselves outside the hedges. There's a difference, however, between Tommy Kramer and
,
the other members of the class of 1977.
8
tummy has an agent and an unlisted phone
.11umber. His interviewers come to Rice seeknews, not an employee. This is because
,
u3rniny Kramer, number 9 on the Rice footall field, is collegiate football's All-America
7/quarterback for 1976.
So when the poised, 6'2" senior walks
ulodestly into the room, people turn their
heads. They know that the class of 1977 will
;I)
,e. remembered through Kramer, and that
ice football will be remembered through
`kramer. They know the statistics: 3,317
Yards gained passing during the 1976 season;
ol. passes thrown, 269 completed, for 21
3
!'°uchdowns. A mere 19 of his passes were
Intercepted. The man picked
in September as
an All-SWC candidate was, in December, the
cutisensus selection for All-America — all at
a school which continues to be known best for
the rigor of its academic programs.
tis The obvious question, then, and the one
„"ars been asked of so many Rice people in
cynany ways, is "What's a person like you
°lug at a place like this?" Kramer's answers
rbtught have been written for a recruiting
iro
.chure. "I like the atmosphere at Rice, and
13/'43 ,, 11.ke the city ... I enjoy being at a small
mraversity ... I wanted to stay in Texas. and
tY0,1.1 re not going to get a better degree out of
ne state of Texas."
ir The day before, he stepped off of a plane
°HI San Diego, where he had taped a seg70/'71
illi-le,nt of the Bob Hope Christmas Special.
the s only returned for final exams, so "Isn't
e"et.e a letdown?" Kramer answers: "No, I
titkloYed the attention while I was out there _
73
n,?h
was surprised that the All-America
Zarterback could be picked from a team that
frias three-and-eight — but this is where my
ileerlds are and where I like to be. I'm glad to
Ri h°Ine." It's a corny answer, but for the
e senior it rings true. You can come from
Antonio or Timbuktu, and then you cross
L
1 thhee i;urle of the hedges and say, "It's good to
9
h'31.11e." The quarterback has little pre11e about being a special student, for more
(Irian one in ten of his fellows has spent time
fia th, e Rice Stadium Astroturf, part of Saturfo/' s entertainment, and then put away a uni'
I M to go through the trials and tests which
et us apart and
50
keep us together.

I
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TPC was the ingredient the Rice offense
needed, and Kramer started completing
passes with a frequency never seen before.
Against Utah in the 1976 season opener,
he and his receivers, seniors Kenneth
Roy and James Sykes, juniors Doug Cunningham and David Houser, connected 28
times for 319 yards in a 43-22 win.
Two weeks later, the Owls entertained the
University of Texas and Kramer's "Owl Air
Corps," as they dubbed themselves, had one
of their finest games. Although the final score
was 42-15, another Longhorn win, 57,000
fans saw the Texas secondary riddled for 397
yards as Kramer connected on 34 of 57 passes. Tommy Kramer had arrived. The Rice
Astroturf became a magic carpet sailing him
into the record books and towards the
achievement of his goals.
Through all this, Kramer remained the
quiet, almost shy, person whom those around
campus remember with some difficulty. Professor Bill Martin, master of Sid Richardson
College, recalls Tommy at the party given
after the 1976 Homecoming game, won
41-34 on two late touchdown passes by
Kramer. "Tommy just stood quietly by — almost in the background — and let people
shake his hand.
"Tommy's the reserved, polite sort of guy
everybody wants to do well," Martin continues. "He doesn't try to stand out with personality, but he's dependable." This is not the
persona Kramer displays on the football field,
rifling passes and easily dominating games,
even in defeat. His performance during 1976
made him a public property. Yet, having as an
athlete known personal disappointment as
well as fulfillment, Kramer says, "I know better than to worry about the attention. I came
here to get a degree as an individual, and
whether anyone else cares or not isn't going
to help me be successful. It's great to have
people come up and talk to me about football.
But if they didn't, it wouldn't matter to me at
all." While the attitude surprises some, it
doesn't Coach Alborn. "Tommy knows that
football isn't going to last forever, so he's not
in awe of himself. He's secure."
he interview is drawing to a close.
"Homer Rice talks often about establishing an ultimate goal in your life, outside athletics:'Kramer is asked,"What do
you want to accomplish with your brain?
"I want to be independent. I'd like to have
my own business, whatever I go into." He
pauses a moment, as if deciding to toy with
the question. "My ultimate goal isn't to retire, but to semi-retire: play golf, go to
speaking engagements, relax, enjoy life, and
work when I want to. But I need money to
make money." He shrugs his shoulders and
talks about his agent, "a friend of mine, a
laywer. He's basically doing it for fun, to see
if he likes it. We're going to look for the best
possible offer."
If there is no National Football League
draft, Kramer now stands to take a major
step toward the independence he seeks. A
generous contract is assumed. He finds himself now comfortable in his "star" status, cool
even under the spotlights. "I have a funny
personality. I don't really care too much what
people say about me, what they think of me.
If I haven't done anything to offend someone
and he says something bad about me, fine, it
doesn't really bother me."
Rice is a place designed to nurture excellence in all things. Writers, musicians,
philosophers, engineers, scientists, and football players all call the place home. Some find
fame late in life, some find it earlier, and
some don't find it at all. But they're all dedicated to their crafts, whether that involves
designing a new skyscraper, building a better
mousetrap, or throwing a football like it's
never been done before. Tommy Kramer
today holds four Rice single-season records,
two SWC season records, and five Rice
career records. In 1976 he was the number
one passer in the nation. But Gil Brandt,
scout for the Dallas Cowboys, told Sports Illustrated, "You'll really be able to see how
good he is when he gets into a game like the
Senior Bowl." Post-season all-star games
are designed to separate the statistic makers
from the athletes with real professional po-

T

tential. In the Blue -Gray game, Kramer
threw three touchdown passes in a 31-10
rout, and was named the game's most valuable player. Two weeks later, in the Senior
Bowl, he completed 16 of 32 passes for two
touchdowns, and, although his South team
lost, 27-24, Tommy Kramer was again the
most valuable player and won a 1977 Dodge
Charger. He gave the new car to his mother,
and two days later was back home, at Rice.

YEARINPASSING
Alt Comp
TD Yds
Sept. 18
43 / 28
(Utah)
4 319
Sept. 25
(LSU)
33 / 10
0
81
Oct. 2
(UT)
57 / 34
2 397
Oct. 9
(TCU)
46 / 27
2 342
Oct. 16
(TTech) 46 / 27
2 272
Oct. 23
(A&M) 60 / 24
3 376
Oct. 30
(Ark)
39 / 21
1 252
Nov. 6
(SMU)
45 / 29
3 386
Nov. 13
(Baylor) 34 / 13
0 156
Nov. 20
(Fla)
51 / 29
1 327
Nov. 25
(UH)
51 / 27
3 409
Nov, 22
"Can't Cut Him Off at the Pass,"
Sports Illustrated.
Nov. 24
Named to Kodak .All-America
team (American Football
Coaches Assoc.)
Dec. 2
Named to AP All-America team.
Dec. 3
Named to UPI All-America
team.
Dec. 4
"Kramer at Controls of Potent
Rice Air Force,"Sporting News.
Dec. 24
Named Blue-Gray Game MVP.
Jan. 8
Named Senior Bowl MVP.
Jan. 15
Elected Texas Amateur Athlete
of the Year(Texas Sports Writers Assoc.)
Jan. 15
Named Consensus All-America
by NCAA: Kramer's passing and
total offense are records for a
consensus quarterback.
Feb. 1
Presented D. X. Bible Memorial
Award by Texas-Arkansas football magazine.
Feb. 4
Received the Sammy Baugh
Award as the nation's top
passer.
Feb. 8
Presented MVP award as most
valuable offensive player in
SWC.
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omecoming '76 was kicked
off Friday, November 5 with the
traditional all-alumni General Assembly which this year featured an elaborate
steak dinner, after which the annual alumni
awards were presented and a speech given
by Stewart Baker, master of Wiess College
and associate professor of English.
Alumni Association President Neal Lacey
'55 presented a silver bowl with the inscription "Homecoming 1976" to Helen Belton
Orman '60, Alumni Association first vicepresident and general chairperson of the
homecoming committee, and the Alumni Distinguished Service Award to L. Henry Gissel,
Jr. '58, immediate past president of the association. Herschel Rich '45, president of the
Rice Engineering Alumni, presented Walter
Moore, Sr. '27 with that group's Outstanding
Engineer Award. The Alumni Association's
most prestigious award, the Gold Medal for
Distinguished Service, went this year to
Trustee James U. Teague '30, in a presentation by last year's recipient, Herbert
Allen '29.
The evening's featured speaker, Stewart
Baker, delivered an illuminating update on
the state of Rice's college system. Devoting a
large portion of his remarks to a review of the
successes and failures of the four-year-old
coed colleges, Baker and Hanszen, he
suggested that there are two directions in
which the college system may move in its
evolution: It can either continue to develop
with the present distribution of two women's,
four men's, and two coed colleges, or it can
transform the remaining six single-sex colleges into coed facilities. The two advantages
to the second alternative, said Baker, are
that "oddly enough, Rice women would probably be safer if men were distributed
throughout all the colleges" as they are at
Yale, and that "a sense of community and the
capacity for leadership, in a world where men
and women will increasingly work in the professions and in business as partners and
equals, cannot be learned in a laboratory, or a
library, or in an artificially protective environment." On the whole, Baker concluded,
"the colleges clearly create the campus culture that distinguishes Rice from other institutions of equal caliber."
The following day, Saturday,
November 6, alumni were invited to see for
themselves. All over campus, colleges
opened their doors to alumni, welcoming
them to receptions in the masters' homes
and then to join students for lunch in the
commons.
At the same time, alumni in the classes of
1926 and earlier were enjoying the annual
Golden R Coffee, held this year in the Grand
Hall of the Rice Memorial Center. "It was a
delightful meeting," says Allie Autry Kelley
'25. "The turnout was big and it was wonderful seeing people I hadn't seen in years — like
Jack Glenn '26, who was king of the May Fete
in 1925, the same year I was queen. My
years at Rice meant so much to me that I love
remembering them with people who lived
through them with me."
At 2 PM, alumni of all ages crowded into the
stands of Rice Stadium to see Homer Rice's
"Owl Air Corps," led by All-America quarterback Tommy Kramer '77, whip the SMU
Mustangs. By the end of the afternoon, Rice
had achieved a spectacular come-frombehind victory when, with only minutes left in
the game, Kramer threw two touchdown
passes to give the Owls the lead, and the
game, 41-34.
But the day was far from over. Nine fullscale class reunions were held Saturday after
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the game and, while attendance varied, enjoyment did not. Maurine Bell Bybee '56"had
a couple of out-of-town alumni stay with us
all weekend and we had others from as far
away as North Carolina and California stop
by. This year we were celebrating our twentieth reunion and a couple of our classmates
sponsored a very elegant cocktail-buffet that
evening at the Petroleum Club downtown
that was surprisingly well-attended. I had
looked forward to it for so long, I was afraid I
would be let down. But I wasn't; the whole
experience lived up to all my expectations."
Ann Patton Greene '71 who, with her husband, Tom Greene '71, organized her class's
first reunion, was "a little disappointed that
more people didn't come. But we really
haven't been away from Rice very long
and many people who moved away still can't
afford the trip back. I expect that our next
reunion, the tenth, will be bigger. But
the people who came this year had a great
time. We especially enjoyed having the party
in Willy's Pub. I heard a lot of people commenting, 'I wish they'd had this when I was
here. But, on the other hand, if they had, I
might never have graduated!'"
In addition to the various class reunions,
the alumni association Saturday night sponsored the second all-alumni "Dance of the

Decades" which once again featured the
music of the much-acclaimed Knight Owls,
composed of alumni who supplement their
musical aspirations with careers in medicine,
law, business, and engineering.
"Homecoming Extras" this year included
an open rehearsal of the Shepherd School of
Music Chamber Orchestra, the 1976 Rice
Convocation, which considered "Critical
Choices for the Future" of the university, and
a reception at the Rice Museum, where
alumni sipped coffee or sherry and enjoyed
the painting and sculpture of Rene Magritte.
Homecoming '77 will be held the weekend
of October 29. Plans are already in the making, so mark your calendar now.
Vicefight never dies!"
the
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A New Name
Rice's fine arts department is now the
Department of Art and Art History.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JAMES ARONOVSKY

`R' Association
Honors Alumni

mmer School
• Secondary
Lidents Opens
Juj e6
Su

f01
St

Rice's Summer School for High School Students will again offer two types of courses
this y(.ar. In cooperation with Spring Branch
Indep( ndent
School District, Rice's DepartMent of Education is scheduling eleven
enurs
(!s for high school credit in addition to
the trziditional noncredit program for students
In gra(les seven through twelve.
TwlD courses in English, three in mathernatics;, three in science, and three in social
studies will be conducted for credit. All will
hbe taught by master teachers from the Spring
nrancIh district. Students from any district
nlaY enroll providing they meet the academic
kerecluisites and have approval of their high
school counselors. All courses are for students
grades eleven or twelve
excep entering
t American History, which is open to
studeiUs in grades nine through twelve.
Ric( popular summer program of noncredit classes for students in grades seven
throt4
gh twelve will this summer include fifty
cours1 in eleven academic areas — art,
al literature, biology, chemistry,
ekarth science, English, foreign languages,
"ealth and physical education, mathematics,
PhYsic:al science, and social studies. These
extra,ordinary classes will be conducted
by Ri(
:e graduate teacher-trainees under the
so
b Pervision of master teachers from the
'oustOn area.
A q uick look at the list of courses discloses
,
S11Ch intriguing subjects as "The Inside
otoryt
"The South, From A to Z: Aristoto
e,oPer
SracY ZZ Top,""Can You Prove It?," "It's
Man!," and "Out of This Mess — Into
his(
)rder."
Th( noncredit program is designed to give
Us a chance to explore more widely
1-11)iec:ts in which they are interested, subJects
schoo which are not offered in their regular
I curriculum, or subjects in which they
Would like to improve. Tutorial help will be
ole in all subjects.
I Noricredit classes will meet June 6 through
PIY 15, Monday through Friday except for
'
IdY 4 and 5. Credit classes will begin June 6
4id ci[ose July 8. Students are expected to
4ttencI regularly in both programs:
Stu dents may enroll in three noncredit
Nits, (four, if one is P.E.), or in credit
coursl
giving one-, two- or three-quarter
'rich
4edits. They may also mix one credit course
'26, Cr. viith
ine or two noncredit courses. The full
St
three noncredit courses is $90 the
r credit courses is $16 per course. An
)nal library fee of $1 will be assessed all
4dditiStude
'Its. There is no extra charge for out°f-stale students; however, no housing is
4vaila1ble through the school.
Cot
irse openings are limited and will be
on a first-come basis. Write or call
41roeithately for brochures if you are interested
4114141 Applications for admission to both
th tler school programs are available from
,e
)
,ePartment of Education, 550 Sewall
,713)527-4826.

I

Harry H. Fouke '35 became the 1976 Distinguished R Man while six fellow alumni
were inducted into the Rice Athletic Hall of
Fame during November 17 'R' Association
ceremonies.
Fouke, who in 1935 earned the Bob Quin
Award, presented each year to Rice's most
accomplished undergraduate scholar-athlete,
now joins a company of fourteen other Rice
alumni who have received the association's
highest honor.
The 'R' Man award cited Fouke's lifelong
involvement in and contributions to the field
of college athletics. In 1945 he became the
University of Houston's first director of athletics, a position he still holds. Twenty-six
years later, two cherished professional goals
were realized: The first contracts for football
and basketball games between Rice and the
University of Houston were signed and
sealed, and UH had accepted an invitation
to join the Southwest Conference. Fouke
and his wife, Virginia Davis Fouke '37, live
in Houston.
Gaylord Johnson, Sr. '21 headed the list
of six alumni added to the Rice Athletic Hall of
Fame, which honors outstanding Rice
athletes and commemorates their accomplishments. Between 1921 and 1925, Johnson
received B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees
from Rice. As business manager and director
of athletics at Rice between 1926 and 1940 —
the year he helped attract Jess Neely to Rice
— Johnson was instrumental in fostering the
growth of the university's athletic program.
With his selection, Johnson becomes the only
non-athlete ever named to the Hall of Fame.
He lives in Houston with his wife, Louise
Sakowitz Johnson '38.
J. Tom Cox '50, a certified public accountant living in Dallas, was regarded during his
undergraduate days as one of the Southwest's finest track stars. He was named
All-America during his last two years at Rice
and, as a senior, was elected the outstanding
athlete of the Gulf Amateur Athletic Association. The Korean War precluded further athletic accomplishments: Cox withdrew from
the 1951 Pan American Games to serve in the
U.S. Navy.
Rice's famed high-jumper of the late
1940s, Vern McGrew '50, was a highly
sought-after prospect when he graduated
from Houston's Lamar High School, having
achieved national high jump honors and being
named to Look's schoolboy All-America
team. McGrew won his way into the 1948
Olympics and, two years later, won the
NCAA high jump title after finishing second in
the college nationals the year before. Now an
Exxon lobbyist, McGrew lives in Houston.
After a 1953 NCAA rule change, AllAmerica athlete John B. Hudson '54 moved
from the position of defensive tackle to that of
starting guard and helped drive the 1954 Rice
Owl football team to a Southwest Conference
cochampionship. With wife Juliet Spears
Hudson '56, he now lives in Victoria, Texas,
where he works as an executive with American General Life Insurance Company.
Considered one of the greatest basketball
players in Rice history, Kendall L. Rhine '64,
after his graduation from Rice, represented
the United States in a number of international
basketball competitions, winning a gold medal
in the 1967 Pan American Games. Rhine now
serves as regional manager of Pyrofax Gas
Corporation's Florida and South Georgia
operations.
All-America Malcolm E. Walker '65 was
twice named All-Southwest Conference football center, in 1963 and 1964. For six years
after he left Rice, Walker divided his time
between professional football (five seasons
with the Dallas Cowboys, one with the Green
Bay Packers) and graduate school at SMU.
Today Walker is a self-employed certified
public accountant in Dallas, where he lives
with his wife, Mary Jo Holder Walker '65.

Professors Patten, Nitzsche, and Van Helden will headfor Europe soon.

Ranks of Faculty
Fellows Increase
The Rice faculty continues to distinguish itself. Now, three of its number have been
awarded fellowships by the National Endowment for the Humanities(NEH).
Robert L. Patten, professor of English;
Jane C. Nitzsche, assistant professor of
English; and Albert Van Heiden, associate
professor of history, are the grant recipients, putting Rice ahead of any other Texas
university or college in the number of
fellows on campus. Almost two thousand applicants nationwide sought the grants last
year; only 179 were awarded.
NEH 'council member Frank Vandiver,
Rice provost and vice-president, expressed
pride, saying, "I think this shows that we
are doing extremely well, and that the value
of our faculty is becoming more and more
recognized."
The three professors are working on projects that will take them to Europe for extended research, All three plan to publish
books at the conclusion of their work.

Jimmy Carter's
Religion
Exposed

Migrating North?
It must have looked as though the Rice community was relocating.
Last summer Harold M. Hyman, William
P. Hobby Professor of History, center, was
the Bicentennial Lecturer at the University of
Maine in Orono. But even 2000 miles from
home, he didn't have a chance to be
homesick. Companionship took the form of
Kenneth W. Allen '60, left, interim president
of the University of Maine in Augusta, and
Julian Haynes '60, right, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences at Orono.
They must have enjoyed hearing about the
old roost.

Duncan Named
Deputy Secretary
of Defense
President Jimmy Carter has named Charles
W. Duncan, Jr. '47, vice-chairman of the Rice
Board of Governors, to serve as U.S. deputy
secretary of defense. Newly-appointed Defense Secretary Harold Brown, president of
Caltech, says that Duncan will be his "alter
ego" and that "responsibilities will be fully
shared" between the two.
An eminent investment specialist, Duncan
takes to Washington extensive experience

Months before Jimmy Carter had even received the Democratic nomination for the
U.S. presidency, Niels C. Nielsen, Jr., J.
Newton Rayzor Professor of Philosophy and
Religious Thought, had begun compiling
material for his new book, The Religion of
President Carter.
In conducting his research, Nielsen interviewed Carter's minister in Atlanta, Georgia,
and conferred with some of the Southern
Baptist denominational officials who
were instrumental in sending Carter on his
first missionary visits to the northeastern
United States. Among other things, the book

touches on the notorious Playboy interview
and Carter's conversion experience.
The Religion of President Carter is
Nielsen's second major work in which
he explores the religious life of an
internationally-known person. In September
1975 he published Solzhenitsyn's Religion, a
detailed analysis of the Russian writer's
spiritual experiences.
Nielsen's publisher, Thomas Nelson, Inc.,
Nashville-New York, plans a national promotion of The Religion of President Carter
following its February release.

accrued during his years of involvement
in the national and international business
communities.
Armed with his bachelor's degree in chemical engineering, Duncan entered the work
force as a roustabout and chemical engineer
for Humble Oil and Refining Company. His
engineering career was short-lived, however, ending when he returned to school —
this time the University of Texas — to
take graduate courses in business and
management.
He joined Duncan Coffee Company in 1949.
Fifteen years later, when the firm merged
with the Coca-Cola Company, Duncan became a member of the new company's board
of directors. He moved to Coca-Cola's headquarters in Atlanta in 1971 to take the post of
president, but resigned in May 1974 and returned to Houston. Now director of CocaCola, Duncan chairs the boards of RotanMosle Financial Corporation and Robertson
Distribution Systems, and serves on the
boards of Great Southern Corporation and
the Southern Railway System.
A Rice trustee since 1975, Duncan, his
wife, Thetis Anne, and their two children,
Charles W., Ill and Mary Anne, currently live
in Houston.
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O'Conner Elected Ic
Trustee

NEWS & NOTICES

Oil Industry
Honors Scurlock
Rice University Associate Eddy C. Scurlock
received the oil and gas industry's highest
honor last fall when the Texas Mid-Continent
Oil and Gas Association presented him
with its 1976 Distinguished Service Award.
Scurlock, who lives in Houston, serves
both Scurlock Oil and Eddy Refining companies as chairman of the board.

Nominations
Made for
Executive Board
In accordance with Article II, Sections 1 and
2 of the Association of Rice Alumni By-Laws,
the 1976 Executive Board Ballot is published
here. The Association's Standing Committee
on Nominations selects the nominees each
year. The names of other alumni may be
placed upon the official ballot by petition.
Such a petition shall bear the signatures of at
least thirty participating members and shall
be delivered to the Executive Director within
thirty days after the date of publication of this
notification.
Position One
1. Curtis McKallip '48
2. Lebbeus C. Kemp,Jr. '29
3. Francis G. Winters'44
Position Two
1. Geane Brogniez Jeffrey'46
2. Camille Dockery Simpson'46
3. Glynn Slaydon '46
Position Three
1. Beverly Ward Baker'53
2. Carolyn Douglas Devine '52
3. Steve Shaper'58
Position Four
1. Christine Keller'65
2. H. Malcolm Lovett, Jr. '67
3. Carolyn Heafer Woodruff'68
Position Five
1. William Thomas Goddard '74
2. Ann Patton Greene '71
3. Christi Ruth Oliver'72
Position Six
1. Madelyn "Wookie" Sinclair Johnson
'48(Amarillo)
2. Edwin P. Neilan '28(Corpus Christi)
3. David S. Willis '57(Richardson)

UMTA Funds
Houston/Rice
Center Proposal
Rice Center for Community Design + Research under contract for the City of Houston
prepared the proposal that won for Houston
$33 million in federal funds to finance the construction of a "people mover" mass transit
system for the city's downtown business
district. Brown and Root, S. I. Morris and
Associates, and Robert J. Harmon and Associates assisted the Center in the research
and design of the system. Grants for similar
systems were awarded to Los Angeles, St.
Paul, and Cleveland by the Urban Mass
Transit Administration(UMTA).
As proposed, the Houston people mover

McFaddin
Scholarships
Endowed
Two alumni brothers have been honored by
their sister with the endowment of scholarships in their names at Rice. Mamie
McFaddin Ward of Beaumont established
the scholarships in honor of W.P.H. McFaddin, Jr. '17 andJ.L.C. McFaddin,'21.
"I am very interested in young people,"
she said, "and I wanted to do something
for my brothers. I think more of us need
to give support to the institutions we are
interested in."
G. David Hunt, Rice's director of financial
aid, said gifts like Mrs. Ward's are doubly
important. "This helps Rice to better compete for outstanding students because we can
offer an attractive financial assistance package to them," he said. "With more scholarship funds available, we can keep costs to
students as low as possible while attracting a
high-quality group of students."

Bukowski Gift on Display
The university's holdings of pre-Columbian
sculpture and pottery were expanded recently by John Bukowski '48, a Houston
ophthalmologist and collector of primitive art.
Valued at more than $100,000, the Bukowski
gift includes items dated 300 B.C. The most
precious item in the gift is a thousand-yearold clay figure from the Veracruz area in
Mexico. Independent appraisers describe
it as "a portrait-type figure and an
extremely rare example." They valued it at

$25,000, despite its state of disrepair.
John O'Neil, professor of fine arts and director of Sewall Gallery, described the
Bukowski gift as being "not only of immense
value and interest in itself, but also an
outstanding teaching tool for art history
students."
Bukowski hopes that his gift will set a precedent to be followed by contributions from
other Rice alumni and the public in general.
"Ultimately, I would like to see the development of an independent museum for primitive
art on the Rice campus," Bukowski said. "A
sufficient volume of gifts might well form the
beginning for such an undertaking."
The Rice community and the public at large
got their first glimpse of the Bukowski gift
when the Sewall Gallery opened its preColumbian exhibit, "Mexico: Before Columbus," on February 11. The exhibit will remain
in place through the month of March.
In addition to the Bukowski items, the
exhibit features recent pre-Columbian
gifts from the collections of Dr. and Mrs.
Lawrence J. Cassard, and Mr. and Mrs.
David F. Chapman. David and Erminie
Chambers Chapman graduated from Rice
in 1953. Lawrence Cassard is director of
Rice's psychiatric services.

route will be one and a quarter miles long
serving the central downtown area from Cullen Center to the Harris County courthouse
complex. It will provide circulation within the
downtown area and connections to peripheral
parking areas. Electrically powered vehicles
will operate on a track adjacent to the buildings and sixteen feet above ground level.
The Houston Post endorsed the proposed
people mover in a January 5 editorial, while a
city official described the grant as "a tremendous Christmas present for Houston — the
kind of opportunity that is needed to maintain
the city's economic strength." Carl Sharpe,
director of Rice Center's transportation program, and Carvel Glenn '71, director of the
people mover project, have indicated that the
proposed system will be carefully integrated
into a larger transit pattern to include improved regional transportation and central
terminal facilities.
Work on the project may be completed as
early as 1980.

Rice Friends
Make It Official
The last three months of the bicentennial
year were busy ones for the people working
in the university's development and fundraising offices. Two hundred and thirty-one
new memberships, each increasing Rice's
assets by $100-$1000, were added to the
rolls of the President's Club. The Founder's
Club, whose members donate $1000 or
more to Rice, welcomed thirty-four new
memberships between October 1 and December 31, 1976.
A complete list of new club members
is printed with SALLYPORT'S special Brown
Challenge Year One wrap-up, in this issue.

McCants Fund
Exceeds Goal
Friends of the late John T. McCants set out
last June to upgrade the McCants Prize in
Accounting to scholarship status. A fund
drive was initiated and, in early January 1977,
the McCants Fund Committee, chaired by
Walter S. Baker, Jr. '53, Lawrence J. O'Conner, Jr. '36, and Richard L. Thomas '53, announced that the $25,000 goal had been
reached — and exceeded by almost $2000.
The McCants Scholarship, established in
memory of the man who devoted forty-three
years of his life to the Rice community, will
aid financially -needy students, a service
McCants himself performed many times
during his years at Rice.
Often referred to as the university's first
employee, McCants was invited by President
Edgar Odell Lovett to join the Rice staff two
years before the opening.
Until his retirement in 1953, McCants
served as a member of both the faculty and
staff Ad enjoyed acting as a trusted advisor,
friend, and confidant to generations of Rice
students. During the fourteen years between
his retirement and his death at the age of 84,
McCants maintained his strong association
with the Rice community.
Through their contributions to his scholarship fund, the friends and former students of
John T. McCants have enabled not just the
spirit, but the name of the man to live on —
and in a capacity that would have pleased
him greatly.

Ralph S. O'Connor, president of Highlad
Resources, Inc., Houston, has been electedl
trustee of the university. He fills the positid
vacated by Herbert Allen '29, immediate pas!
chairman of Rice's governing body who
now serving as trustee emeritus.
O'Connor has resolved to continue a fatal
tradition of service to Rice begun in the eatt
1940s when his father-in-law, George 11
Brown '21, became a trustee and helped
Rice on the enviable fiscal and planning basi
that allowed it to meet many postwar chi
lenges and opportunities. Brown retired 0
trustee and chairman of the Board of Govet
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uled
nors in the late 1960s after leading Ric&
successful $33 million capital campaigl!
Brown remains active in Rice affairs throu0
his service as trustee emeritus.
1C
k,
O'Connor is no newcomer to the univd
sity's governing structure. He served his fii
term membership on the board between 190 Al
and 1971. Again appointed to term member
ship in June 1975, he occupied the positiol Alum
until being named to his new post as one 6 to Da
Rice's seven trustees.
„lare;
11
O'Connor first became acquainted with ti "esig
Rice campus in 1949 through his friendslil
Total
and visits with Bob Foley '50. His first ill
kirtit
pression was favorable and enduring; sub *Inclu
sequent visits only enhanced his admiratid
$43,2
for Rice, its faculty and students.
"Rice students have not changed
Montt
great deal over the years," says O'Connd Givin
"I consider them an important elemell
in the American system of private high6 tProsic
,
r ounc
education."
A native of Pasadena, California, O'Coned
is himself a beneficiary of private higher edl 10P I
cation. He graduated in 1951 with a B.S. i
biology from The Johns Hopkins UniversiO bollar
In 1971 he returned to school, this 60
Class
to Harvard University, as a student in ° 1929
Advanced Management Program.
1937
It was after his graduation from Johll 1930
Hopkins that O'Connor joined Highland
1920
Company and Herman and George R. Brow
1934
Oil and Gas Company as a roustabout. 0 1931
was subsequently promoted to roughndi
draftsman, scout, landman (in Midlae° 1942
1951
Texas), division landman (Billings, Montano) 1961
and finally head of the land department in tb 1955
company's Houston headquarters. He the
became vice-president of Highland Oil COI er
pany. When in 1968 the firm broadened 0
scope and was renamed Highland Resource Class
Inc., O'Connor continued in the presidencY:, 1916
1917
In addition to his enduring association
Rice, O'Connor also serves on the gover0, 1918
bodies of Houston's Kinkaid School; the OP 1930
fields School in Glencoe, Maryland; and 41. 1926
the Visiting Committee of the Harvard Bel 1921
ness School. He has served on the boards 1929
Johns Hopkins, Texas Southern Universiti 1925
Texas Children's Hospital, and the Teg 1923
1937
Institute of Child Psychiatry.
O'Connor is chairman of the boards
Highland Premier Insurance Company, How
ton, and the East Camden & Highlaf41 Area
Railroad, of East Camden, Arkansas.
serves as member of the board of TO
Eastern Transmission Corporation, Ho'll Gaives
ton; Southern National Bank, Houstoll
Highland-North Sea Limited, Scotland; FO, •k1ewPr;
y
National Bank of La Marque, Texas; We
heimer Transfer and Storage, Houstov
Wilson Industries, Inc., Houston; and WO
land Coors Distributors, Inc.
O'Connor's interest in Rice is shared bY
wife, Maconda. They have four children.
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An Invitation
from Bing

Elva Kalb Dumas '22 has gifted the Department of History with endowment for an annual lectureship honoring her late brother,
Ervin Frederick Kalb '16.
"Tiny" Kalb, as he was better known, was
one of the most popular and active students
during the days of the early Institute. Kalb
was center on the football team, center and
captain of the basketball team, editor-in-chief
of the first Campanile, and president of the
Honor Council during his undergraduate
Years. In 1920, he served as president of the
Association of Rice Alumni.
The Kalb Lectureship in History is the
second major endowment established by
Dumas. She last year established the first
student scholarship in the Shepherd School
9f Music. A lifelong resident of Houston, she
is well known for her musical accomplishments as a Lyrico Spinto. Her interest in
history focuses particularly on Germany, the
birthplace of her father, F.P. Kalb, who
inimigrated to the U.S. in 1882 and came to
Houston in 1892.
Professor Katherine Drew '44 says that
the Kalb Lectureship will make it possible
or the department to bring outstanding
Mstorians from around the world to the
Rice campus. The first lecture is scheduled for the spring semester.
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In early March, Rice University and Bing
Crosby will cosponsor what John Plumbley,
director of promotions for athletics at Rice,
calls "the largest golf tournament in intercollegiate athletics."
Sunny Guadalajara, Mexico will be the site
for the Bing Crosby Collegiate Golf Classic,
March 3-6. Athletes from thirty-six schools,
thirty-two of them in the U.S., will assemble at the San Isidro Country Club where
thirty-two men's golf teams — and twenty
men's and women's tennis teams — will
compete for trophies to be awarded in every
category from best individual golfer to best
tennis doubles team.
"Intercollegiate athletics programs from all
over the nation will be represented," says
Plumbley, who is serving as tournament director. "This is something Mr. Crosby has
wanted to do from the time I met him, years
ago in Palm Springs, Florida, where I was in

Major Gifts
Bolster
Programs
During the last six months of 1976 Rice received an impressive number of "major
gifts," each valued at $10,000 or more.
Endowment
Donor
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Allen'29/—
American General Insurance Company
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Bayless
Dr. John Bukowski, Jr. '48
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Butcher'34/—
Harry S. and Isabel C. Cameron
Foundation
Continental Oil Company
Henry L. and Grace Doherty
Charitable Foundation
Mrs. Elva Kalb Dumas'22
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Hall'28/—
The Hobby Foundation
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Mrs. George A. Peterkin
Mr. George A. Peterkin, Jr.
Mrs. Patricia Peterkin Pryor
Tenneco Foundation
Turner Charitable Foundation
Mrs. Mamie McFaddin Ward
Special Programs
Donor
Anonymous Alumnus
Brown Foundation, Inc.
Harry S. and Isabel C. Cameron
Foundation
Mrs. John de Menil
W. S. Farish Fund

29.1%
25.8%
21.1%
20.8%
20.4%
20.0%
19.9%
19.8%
19.6%
19.4%

A $15,000 grant to Rice's Brown School
of Engineering makes this the twelfth consecutive year that the university's engineering division has received funding from the
Halliburton Education Foundation. Since
its establishment in 1965, the foundation
has awarded more than $2 million in grants
to colleges and universities.

Some $1.9 million has been added to the
endowment by these donors, providing funds
to strengthen existing programs and to make
possible additions to programs and the physical plant. In addition, Rice received $567,564
earmarked for special purposes, including
support for student scholarships and fellowships, departmental activities, the athletics
program, and Fondren Library.
A complete list of donors and explanation of their gifts follows:
Purpose
Restricted Endowment
Unrestricted Endowment
Gerard A. Dobelman Scholarship
Pre-Columbian Collection
Restricted Endowment
Harry S. Cameron Chair in Mechanical
Engineering
Carey Croneis Chair in Geology
W. Maurice Ewing Professorship in
Oceanography
Ervin Frederick Kalb Lectureship
in History
The Tsanoff Chair of Public Affairs
Restricted Endowment
Humanities Program
The George A. Peterkin
Chair of Political Economy
H. Gardiner Symonds Professorship
The Isla and Percy Turner
Professorship of Biblical Studies
J.L.C. McFaddin Scholarship and
the W.P.H. McFaddin, Jr. Scholarship
Purpose
Geology Department
Fine Arts Program

Dorothy Richard Starling Foundation
Union Carbide

Estates and Bequests
Donor
H.S. Autrey Estate
R.C. Johnson Estate
L.A. Richardson Trust
L.P. Teas Trust

Purpose
Unrestricted Endowment
Endowment
Scholarships
Croneis Chair

Exxon USA Foundation
Halliburton Education Foundation
Houston Light and Power Company
Ms. Judy A. Ley '61
Moody Foundation
Procter and Gamble Fund
Shell Companies Foundation

Deferred Gifts
Robert F. Cherry '30
J. P. Coleman '18
Alvin S. Moody Jr. '33
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Grant Helps
Brown School

Owl Club
Institute for the Arts
David Rice Chair in Ethics
Jefferson Davis Association
Lectureship in Psychology
Seven Departmental Grants and
Matching Gift Funds
Chemical Engineering Department
Brown and Root Chair in Engineering
Energy Conservation Project
Fondren Library
Jefferson Davis Association
Two Departmental Grants and
President's Discretionary Fund
Four Departmental Grants and
President's Discretionary Fund
The Shepherd School of Music
Science and Engineering

Dr. F. S. Glover'34
Exxon Education Foundation
66.6%
52.2%
48.3%
42.2%
41.8%
40.5%
39.0%
33.8%
32.5%
32.1%

the sporting goods business. He wants to
promote not just college athletics, but higher
education in general."
A round-trip ticket for the special chartered flight to Guadalajara is only $75 per
person; meals and lodging are not included,
but hotel reservations may be made through
Atlas Travel, which is arranging the excursion. For more information or to make reservations for the flight and hotel rooms
call Atlas Travel agent Pauline Winslow at
(713)529-3791.

After thirty-five years of service, Robert V.
Turner BA '31 has retired from his position
as executive vice-president of Houston's Gulf
Printing Company. Fellow Gulf officer William J. Hudspeth BA '32 has also retired
after working for the firm for forty-three
years, the last seventeen of which he served
as president. Both Hudspeth and Turner will
continue to act as consultants and members
of Gulfs board. Former AAUW president
Florence Kendrick Beatty BA '35 sends
word that, as former vice-president of the
Texas Conference of Churches(1974-76) and
now a board member, she has ample opportunity to keep up with Bishop Scott Field
Baily BA '38 whom she sees at TCC assemblies. She and her husband, Richard W.
Beatty BS'32, enjoy traveling snice his retirement from Exxon: "We attended the
International Federation of University
Women convention in Kyoto, Japan, and then
toured the Far East. We attended a seminar
at Royal Holloway University near London
and have been to two Pacem in Terris convocations, sponsored by the Center for the
Study of Democratic Institutions, which were
held in Washington, D.C." A. Frank Smith,
Jr. BA '37 was honored October 29 for his
distinguished legal career and longtime service to Southwestern University with an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree presented
during Southwestern's fall convocation.
Smith is a managing partner in the law firm
of Vinson, Elkins, Searls, Connally & Smith
in Houston, and a member of local, state and
national bar associations. Outside the legal
profession, he is vice-chairman of Southwestern's Board of Trustees, a trustee
of Houston's Texas Methodist Hospital,
Baylor College of Medicine, the Cullen
Foundation, and a director of the Houston
Symphony Society and the Texas Medical
Center. He and his wife, Mary Hannah
Smith BA '39, live in Houston.

Martha Abernathy McSteen BA '44
spent a week in Amarillo, Tex. last summer
speaking to a number of groups, among them
the Downtown Lions' Club and the Business
and Professional Women's Club, about both
new and established programs offered by the
U.S. Social Security Administration. This
month, McSteen, whose administrative jurisdiction covers all SSA activities in the five
states of Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
Arkansas and Louisiana, completes her first
year as the Regional Commissioner for the
Social Security Administration. John Zell
Gaston, III '45 "has just been granted a
license to practice social psychotherapy by
the Texas State Board of Examiners in Social
Psychotherapy, a division of the Texas State
Board of Health Resources. He is now director of counseling at the Snyder Pastoral
Counseling Center" in Snyder, Tex., where
he moved from Houston three years ago with
his wife, Zollie, and two children, John Zell,
IV, 15, and Judy, 10. Fred W. Schulte
BSME '46 sends word that he has "joined
Twin City Shipyard as vice-president with
headquarters in St. Louis, Mo.(where I live.)
Our shipyard is located in St. Paul, Minn. and
builds a complete variety of inland water and
off-shore vessels. I'm married and have two
children." Bob L. Choate BS '49 has

A
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moved from Midland, Tex. to New Orleans in
his native Louisiana, with his recent promotion to production manager of that city's district of Gulf Energy and Minerals Company,
U.S., a division of Gulf Oil Corporation. Bob
has been with the firm since his graduation
from Rice. Gale MacLane Martin BA '49,
Ph.D., has moved halfway across the continent: "After heading up the Office of International Programs at Wayne State University in
Detroit for the past three years, I was appointed director of the San Francisco office of
the Institute of International Education on
September 1." The Houston Post published
an interview with John M. "Jack"
McGinty BS'56 in December after his election to the national presidency of the American Institute of Architects. In his comments
about architectural education, Jack paid tribute to Rice's School of Architecture and
especially to the provocative teaching
methods of Anderson Todd, professor of architecture, whose training was at Princeton
where McGinty went on to get his M.A.
McGinty's own award-winning firm, the
McGinty Partnership, Architects, started by
his father in 1935, has been instrumental in While Ryan maneuvers
Dartmouth's Big
the design of several buildings in the Medical Green againstIvy League rivals Harvard and
Center, various community service struc- Yale — via computer —
Dartmouth President
tures, two NASA buildings, a country club,
and is presently designing a new police
academy. McGinty, who is married to
Juanita Jones McGinty BA '56, is also a
principal of Crane Design Group of Houston.
Mel Perelman PhD '56 The word is out: Rice's all-time great
has been named the new scholar-athlete is still at it.
president of Eli Lilly InIt may be eight years since Frank Ryan
ternational Corporation, a '58, M.S. '61, Ph.D. '65 led the Cleveland
subsidiary of Eli Lilly and Browns to their third NFL championship in
Company, responsible for five years. But the former Rice Owls quarpharmaceutical and agri- terback (1956-58) hasn't lost the football
cultural operations outside the United know-how that qualified him to play in the
States. A member of the Lilly board and a 1964, 1965 and 1966 Pro Bowls and estabformer vice-president of corporate facilities lished him as one of Rice's greatest athletes.
Ryan got another chance to show his stuff
planning and services, Perelman joined the
company in 1957 as an organic chemist. He on the gridiron late last fall. At the close
will assume his new responsibilities on March of the 1976 collegiate football season,
31, 1977. Chalmers G. Long, Jr. BA '57, Dartmouth College sponsored an intriguing
BArch '64 has made news with his recent two-game football playoff, played not on
appointment to the position of associate the football field but on a computer terminal.
It seems that Dartmouth's president, John
professor of architecture in the College
of Environmental Design at the University G. Kemeny, is both computer wizard and
of Colorado at Denver, after teaching in football buff. So, when a Dartmouth-hosted
Rice's School of Architecture for seven
years. A specialist in architectural design
and environmental control systems de- named the 1976 recipient of the Dads Associsign, Long is a member of the American ation Spencer Wells Faculty Award of $1,000.
Institute of Architects and a principal of Presented annually to the faculty member at
Long/Hoeft Architects in Larimer Square. Texas Tech who "has made the most valuable
J.F. Bott BA '58 and R.W.F. Gross, both contribution to the university and its proresearch scientists at the Aerospace gram," the award was made last October 23
Corporation of El Segundo, Calif., have at the Dads Day program in Lubbock. Merjust edited the Handbook of Chemical vin Moore BS'61 was elected secretary of
Lasers, a collection of monographs from the Texas Society of Architects at that
twenty-two internationally recognized ex- group's thirty-seventh annual meeting in Dalperts. The work will be published by John las last November. A member of the firm of
Wiley & Sons. E. Mitchell Singleton Fouts, Langford, Gomez, Moore, Inc. of El
BA '59 writes that he was "recently cer- Paso, Moore has served as chairman of the
tified by the American Board of Ophthal- design awards committee, as president and
mology. After Rice, Washington University secretary of the El Paso chapter of the TSA,
Medical School, the U.S. Navy, and Duke and as a member of the American Institute of
Medical Center, I have finally settled down Architects historic preservation committee.
— in Fayetteville, Ark., with wife Barbara, U.S. Navy L. Cdr. Gerry Preston BA
Scott, age 8, and Marvin, age 6."
BSEE '61 sends news of his family: "My
wife, Fran Murphy Preston '61, and I,
along with our two boys (6 and 10 years old)
have been stationed in Keflavik, Iceland,
since July 1975. We came here from the
Last fall, Billy J. Marshall MA '60, PhD Washington, D.C. area, and it now appears
'62, a Texas Tech physics professor, was that we'll be heading back that way next June.

Termin
. al Play

John G. Kemeny and the school's star quarterback, senior Kevin Case, offer technical advice
andgood old-fashioned team spirit.
three-day conference, "Man and the Computer," brought Frank Ryan, now director of
the U.S. House of Representatives Information Services, to Hanover, N.H., Kemeny
decided to make use of the football game
program he had authored. He invited
Ryan to don his old Cleveland jersey and
quarterback the Dartmouth team — while
he served as coach.
Ryan's calls and Kemeny's coaching produced mixed results: The first game, against
Harvard, ended in a frustrating 0-0 tie. But
third-ranked Dartmouth made a valiant
comeback in the second game to win 7-0
over Ivy League conference cochampion
Yale University.
That the realm of collegiate football has
finally been infiltrated by the insidious
computer is no big surprise; but who
would have thought that Frank Ryan would
become history's first bona fide armchair
quarterback?

Fran is working as a travel agent in the base
tour office, and our whole family has been
taking advantage of the travel opportunities
here, having thus far journeyed to the U.K.,
Germany, and Denmark. Plans now call for a
visit to Holland next spring. My biggest news
recently has been selection for commander
— I'm hoping the promotion will come by the
first of the year." So as we go to press, congratulations are very likely in order for Cdr.
Preston! Miriam "Mimi" Woodall Roland
BA '64, M.D., "graduated from medical
school in Galveston in June 1976 and then
married one of her classmates, Dr. Peter Roland. They are now at the Hershey Medical
Center (Penn State Univ.) in Hershey, Pa.,
where Mimi is a psychiatry resident and
Peter is a surgery resident. They plan on
returning to Texas, eventually, to practice."
Francis H. "Jerry" Cloudman, III BA
'65 and wife Jenny McCravey Cloudman
BA '67 moved to Potomac, Md. after his
appointment as manager of financial services
of the Federal Systems Division of the IBM
Corporation in Bethesda. He was formerly
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lab controller with IBM in Boulder, Cob.
of ge
Arthur R. Troell PhD '65, district geolSrnitt
ogist for Amoco Production Company in
regisi
Houston, spoke in Wichita Falls, Tex. at a
Wove
meeting of the North Texas Geological
waS
Society in November. His subject
It: A
"Combination Entrapment at Chalyb( at
Pictu
Springs Field, Jurassic of Southern Arkanform(
sas," a topic of special interest to Troell,
now
who has experience in geological formations
Mass
in Turkey, Illinois, New Mexico and West
struci
and Central Texas, as well as Arkansas.
Hain
Troell will be one of the speakers at a Rice
versit
Alumni Institute lecture on campus, March 8.
1976.
Barry L. Buechner BA, BS'66 is the new
Post-,
director of strategic planning and analysis in
Parati
the corporate planning department of Air
Cone/
Products and Chemicals in Allentown, Pa.,
woinc
where he and his wife, Carol Clark
Was
Buechner BA '68, now reside. James C.
Lake
Hutchins '67 has been named the new adWelco
ministrator of the Illinois Bureau of EmploySue I
ment. He left his position as an officer of the
Wall,
First National Bank of Chicago in 1973 to join
Marri,
the Illinois state government staff. Hutchuis
Who L
and his wife Christine live in Chicago.
Charles G. Nevaril PhD '67 has been apesPec
pointed vice-president of corporate deinY re
velopment of Terra Chemicals International
Ifi Na
at its headquarters in Sioux City, Iowa whE re
M. p
he and his wife Lerlene and their two
South
daughters now live. A member of the Ameri!II)/ (n
can Institute of Chemical Engineers and the
ac
Technical Association of the Paper and PuIP
the c,
Industry, Nevaril recently completed one
We a/
year of service with Terra, after spending
Menn
eight years with the U.S. Gympsum CompanY•
Ship
UI
,
James Jeffery Keirns BA '68 is listed
ur.,
the thirteenth edition of American Men
and Women of Science. After leaving
Rice, Keirns went to Yale for M.Phil. and
Yale e
Ph.D.(1972) degrees in molecular biophysics
vievvir
earch
res
and biochemistry. He is currently a
accoui
biochemist with Lederle Labs Division,
Pub
American Cyanamid Company, and lives With
lurV4
his wife and two children in Edison, N.1,
Were
Capt. Pieter F.W. Cramerus BA '69 They
sends greetings to Rice friends from Arizona:
wherE
"Have been in the Army since Februail
1970. Spent a year in Saigon and followed sehoo
74 ri
that with four years in San Antonio, training
in modern pentathlon in order to represent ,cernIN
nA
the U.S. in the Olympics. Didn't make it but
Were
had fun. (Couldn't swim fast enough.) I'm at
writes
Ft. Huachuca with wife Holly (née Hemphill).
bridge
Say hi if you pass by." The University ei
Minnesota, in Duluth, has announced amcng archit
thi
its new faculty appointments that of Robed
Or t
A. Walker BA '69, lecturer in business ad'
been
ministration. After graduation from Rice,
Our bi
Walker went to Stanford for his M.B.A.
Mark
'Havir
for th,
shuPpo;
A
Bethany Ramey Close BA '70 has be
haPPie
named a career representative of the
walkin
Houston/Seger agency of the National /de
lecon(
Insurance Company of Vermont, haV'0
mil t
served previously as a consultant for the
DuBose Art Gallery and as assistant manage the Ur
1)
of the Marjorie Kauffman Graphics Gallen ill
Houston. Now a member of the board of %111
directors of the Society of Rice UniverEitY
Women, Close will be remembered by Rice
SAI,
\T
friends as having been a member of !be
-,otes
Homecoming court and the university snag' gmradw
ers, as well as the recipient of numerous art "btes
cross(
awards. Stephen Douglas Benold BA'
1
and Nancy Ruth Burkey, a TCU graduate'

Double the Work and Double the Fun
You may be an accountant who loves to fly.
Or a doctor with a yen to travel. Or even a
mother of four who dreams of a life of leisure.
Or, like Joan Feild Fox '58, you may be one of
the lucky few drawn to equally demanding but
miscible interests. For when she's not entertaining a captive audience of high school
seniors, Fox is sharing the magic of the stage
with paying theater-goers. And she loves it.
At Rice she was a Phi Beta Kappa English
major who planned to be a teacher but spent
her spare time with the Rice Players. After
graduation she honed her Thespian skills with
theater courses at both the University of St.
Thomas and the University of Houston. In
1963 she founded the Houston Shakespeare
Society and, for more than a decade, helped

provide the Houston community with complimentary but quality productions of the
Bard's classics. When the group finally disbanded, Fox had accumulated stage experience in twelve different Shakespeare
productions.
A five-year hiatus from the theater enabled
Fox to solidify her career in the classroom
and prefaced a triumphant return to the stage
this summer in the New Texas Theater production of Ugo Beti's The Queen and the
Revolution. During its eight-week run Fox
shared the stage — and the lead — with Ann
Pierce Arnett '65 who, like Fox, holds a place
in the New Texas Theater's professional
company. "It's strange," she says, "that we
never met through our Rice affiliations but

both managed to find our ways to a small
organization like the New Texas Theater."
Their shared passion for theater, she says,
has cemented a lasting friendship.
But Fox's theatrical involvement extends
beyond the footlights. "I teach drama as well
as English," she explains. "And even in my
English classes, I'll frequently have the students read scenes from plays aloud, rather
than simply lecturing to them." Taking advantage of her professional status, Fox brings
costumes to school for the students to wear
during classroom dramatics. The kids love it,
she says. It adds not just authenticity but
breathes life into otherwise stale works.
Last November Fox carved a new facet on
the concept of community theater when she

joined a psychiatrist in conducting a pU
seminar which explored the "barriers to Intr
doctor
macy between people." While the
discussed various human emotions, Fox itr
terspersed his comments with illuminal ing
readings from classic plays. Among the e
cerpted works were two of her favorite5'
MacBeth (in which she performed nearlY
dozen times)and A Streetcar Named Desire
For the moment, the New Texas Thea 1
is dark and the stage, empty. But not Or
long. Fox plans to spend her second suninle
on the NTT stage this year. In the meantune'
she'll continue to provide her students oi
insight into the works of Shakespeare —
Albee and Williams and Pinter — with dfr
matic authority.

Natfie
Addre
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studies at Baylor College of Medicine in June
Continued
1977. She and her husband, Travis Morales
BA '74, live in Houston. Former Student Dr. Axon or Dr. McKillop, teachers I later
Colo.
Association president Wayne Hale BS '76 came to admire greatly, but not in the same
geolis "working on thermal energy storage for way I admired George. Before the end of my
ly in
solar energy systems. I'm enjoying Purdue; freshman year, I realized that George was
at a
being at a 'Big State University' is an educa- my best teacher, and I was never to en,gical
tion in itself. You can't have a real apprecia- counter a better one. He taught me intellecwas
tion for Rice until you've been somewhere tual discipline, how to organize a lesson or a
rbeat
else. I'd trade all the red bricks here for the lecture, respect for facts, and how important
rkanhedges any time." Cathy Freeman BA '76 it is to encourage students to excel their own
roell,
married Jimmy Disch, Rice assistant profes- best efforts. He gently insisted that I write
itions
sor of Health and P.E., on December 18. respectably and spell decently, which were
West
Liz Howard BA '76 and Anastassios not easy for me. In general, he taught what
nsas.
"Tasso" Triantaphyllis BS'76 were mar- can be called humanism in the Renaissance
Rice
ried on July 6. Topp Robertson BA '76 and sense, because in his own first year as a
•ch 8.
Lauren Braswell '78, now a junior at UT teacher he imparted an individualistic and innew
in Austin, were married on December 28. quiring spirit.
sis ifl
As a sophomore in the History of English
Ann Wilhoit BA '76 married Bill Sparker •
f Air
Literature
(English 200), I learned much from
'76
on
December
27.
Pa.,
Dr. McKillop's learned lectures, but I fought
lark
to get into George's quiz section, where his
1.s C.
humane attitude toward any sign of a stuvir addent's
independent thinking, however absurd
[Our
or misguided, distinguished him from the
)f the
self-assured M.A.'s from Ivy League schools
join
Mino D. Badner, associate professor of who presided over other quiz sections. He
chins
fine arts and a member of the Rice faculty instilled the essential virtue of research, or
ago.
since 1969, died of an apparent heart attack at "looking it up." On the final exam in English
aPhis Houston home on January 1, 1977. He 200 I had written only half of what I wanted to
desay at the end of the regulation three hours;
was 38.
tional
Dr. Badner was an authority on primitive so George let me write for another three
vhere
art and was preparing to take a two-year hours in his office in the old Biology Building.
two
leave of absence in May to serve as a curator This generosity was characteristic. He was
merialways patient and treated every student as
at Brooklyn Museum in New York.
d the
The family suggests that memorial con- an individual worthy of his full attention.
Pulp
Unluckily for me, when I took Creative
tributions be sent to the Mino Badner Fund at
I one
First City National Bank, P.O. Box 2557, Writing, it was taught by somebody else.
nding
Houston, Tx. 77001 where they will be used George taught Creative Writing, Chaucer,
pan'
to complete the publication of Badner's writ- and Modern Poetry only after I had left Rice.
:ed UI
However, he was the volunteer faculty adings on primitive art.
Men
He is survived by his widow, Carol, a visor to the infant Writing Club. At our
aving
.and
daughter, Jessica, and his mother, Lena monthly meetings in Autry House, he
criticized cogently and constructively our
Badner.
lysic5
amateurish effusions. As the four profesearch
Festus R. Carroll '19 of Weimar, Tex. sional writers said, he wanted us to use our
sion,
Bertha Hellman Rublee '22 of Houston. own experiences imaginatively. I could never
; with
William E. Daniels, Jr. BS '27 of Hous- do that, already cut out to be a Williamsite of
NJ.
ton. Frances Thompson Pollard '27 of another sort, so it was the scholarly George
'69
zona:
Houston. Rowland Boyd Rugeley '27 of from whom I continued to learn.
As a teaching assistant at Rice, an apHouston. Abe Nachlas BA '31 of Houston.
ruarY
Alfred "Al" Bauhof'32 of Houston. John pointment I felt sure George had begged for
lowed
M. Copeland BA '33 of League City, Tex. me from his superiors, I borrowed his loose
aining
Carle B. Aderman BA '35 of Houston. leaf class outlines and notes and tried, not
esent
Jonathan Lane BA '39 of Houston. Allen very successfully, to emulate his technique
it but
H. Blair BS '42 of Houston. Robert 0. in teaching Freshman Composition. In his
I'm at
Wynn BS '42 of Houston. Frederick W. advanced course in 18th-Century English
Ph1111:
Kramer BS '46 of Willingford, Pa. Don B. Romanticism, I learned to be alert to underity Of
niong
Strickler, Jr. '46 of Kingsville, Tex. John currents in the main stream of literary
V. "Red Hoss" Whittenburg BS '48 of periods, to respect minor literary figures in
Dbert
ss
Stamford, Conn. William V. "Bill" Bris- any period, and to read the works of authors
Rice,
coe Novak BA '67 of Houston. Mino D. in complete texts rather than in edited anBadner, associate professor of fine thologies. These practices proved priceless
to me in my graduate work at the University
arts, of Houston.
of North Carolina, in my own scholarship and
criticism, and in my forty years of teaching
SALLYPORT is sent free to all university alumni, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Renaissance litbeer
parents of university students, and sup- erature — not George's specialties but to all
f the
porters of the university. © 1976 by the As- of which he held a crucial key.
He unlocked literary rooms and invited his
sociation of Rice Alumni, P.O. Box 1892,
Life
students to enter, not always creatively,
laving
Houston, Texas 77001.
n• the
William Marsh Rice University admits stu- often critically, or just for pleasure. Those of
dents
of any race, color, and national or us who followed him did so in a variety of
[nage(
ways. I'm sure that many of his students
ethnic origin.
,erY
would offer comparable praise.
lrd '
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In many a student gathering at his home,
,ersitY
Rice
George guided the conversation by taking
SALLYPORT PERSONALS. Better than a message in a bottle. Think of this Class "the other side" (no subjects were off limits)
)f th
Notes form as a letter to people you knew at Rice. Speak to them about your life since to stimulate debate, teaching by
example the
duation ... and anything else you want to tell them is welcome, too. We would like Class
ot-es to reflect the style, the interests, the causes and the ideas of those whose paths art of argumentation. He was so well iner
formed, so coherent and skillful, that you had
A
°ssed the Rice campus. Tell us what's important to you.
duate,
better know what you were talking about
before you ventured to support a different
viewpoint. He didn't always win, because
sometimes we ganged up on him; but it
didn't matter who "won" or "lost." To paraphrase what somebody said about Montaigne,
Pn
it was a liberal education just to hear George
to in',
talk. His purpose was to get mental juices
doe1
,
°'
flowing spontaneously in an exchange of
scoc
ideas. At times the serious discussion colhe e%'
lapsed into some silly intellectual game,
with his wife Marian's cooperation, and we
°rites'
loved both of them for that. The point is
arlY
that George was always teaching some?sire.
beat,d
e
thing worthwhile whether he was in or out
iot
of the classroom, and informal contacts
were as prized as others.
Name
It's not true, as you said, that George
Class
achieved "a gradual and steady promotion
LS VI/ d
Ofi
ktklress( new)
from the rank of instructor to that of profesPlan to be married in February in Springfield,
Mo. A graduate of UT's Southwestern Medical School, Benold is now in his second year
of general practice residency at John Peter
Smith Hospital in Fort Worth. Burkey is a
registered nurse at the same hospital. In
ovember, Lista Duren BA '71, BArch
73 saw the publication of her book, Frame
It: A Complete Do-It-Yourself Guide to
Picture Framing (Houghton Mifflin). A
former architectural draftsperson, Duren
now works for Frameworks in Cambridge,
Mass, as a picture framer and a framing instructor. She lives in Arlington, Mass. Jane
Hamblen BA '71 "graduated from the University of Texas School of Law in August
1976. Since October she has been doing
Post-graduate work in international and comparative law at Cambridge University (Trinity
College) in England. She is among the first
women admitted to Trinity College since it
Was founded in 1546." Carole Holmes
Lake BA '71 and Larry W. Lake PhD '73
Welcomed the birth of their first child, Leslie
Sue Lake, on September 27, 1976. Jesse
Wallace BA '71 writes to announce his
Marriage to Kathy Strong of Rushville, Ill.,
no teaches at the University of Tennessee:
Hi, gang! Greetings to all the Rice folks,
especially those from Section 2. After I finish
rilY residency at Vanderbilt, we plan to settle
in Nashville. Y'all drop by and visit." Scott
M• Perry BA '72 is "presently living in
South Bend, Ind. with two other members of
!ilY (really, God's) household, learning to live
in a community and representing Christ on
the campus of Bethel College, Mishawaka.
_
bile are profiting from our association with a
Mennonite community here named 'FellowshiP
r) of Hope.' Write us at 1502 Berkshire
,ur., 46614." Donna Jackson Starnes BA
,73 writes that husband Billy Starnes BA
,,F3 "is just about to complete four years at
tale economics graduate school and is interviewing for teaching positions. I'm a senior
accountant at Arthur Anderson & Company,
Public accounting firm." Joel Schindler
"Irvey BA '73 and Harry Turvey BA '73
,
Were married last July 31 in New Orleans.
they are now living in Palo Alto, Calif.,
Where Harry attends Stanford's business
school and Joel teaches. Scott Fisher BA
74 married Teresa Escobar '76 on December 31 in Houston. Robert A. Stinson
nA '74 and Deborah Whisnand MA '76
Were married in December 1974. Deborah
Writes, "Since then, we have been in Cambridge, Mass. Bob is finishing an M.A. in
architecture at Harvard and I am studythis year at the Harvard Divinity School.
or two Southerners, the Northeast has
be, en a new experience — and a good one!
Ur best to Annie, Chuck, Len, and Blinda."
!lark Wilson BA '74 writes from Palo Alto:
(11aving sold out, I then sold all and headed
t• the West Indies in January of 1977. I'm
sbuPPosed to check in with Debbie Moore
,"A '72 in eight more years to see who's
'1aPpier. She was going to buy a sailboat; I'm
walking." Sharon Keller BA '75 is in her
;
.cond year of study at SMU's law school.
King BA '75 is a first-year student at
L.% University of Texas School of Law in Austin. Diana G. Weihs BA '75 will begin
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sor of English" at Rice. His advancements
were woefully belated. He has never been
accorded the acclaim he deserves for his
scholarly articles in learned journals; for his
fine novel, The Blind Bull; for his Some ofMy
Best Friends are Professors, which anticipated
the modern idea of the "accountability" of college teachers; for his revolutionary book on
Chaucer, which left undisturbed the smugness of orthodox Chaucerians; or for his
Guide to Literaty London, which shows that
he knows more about London than ordinary
historians and literary biographers. To him,
literary personalities of all times are as interesting as plain people, and plain people of
all kinds are as interesting as literary personalities. Professional ornithologists have
given him more recognition than have literary
"bird watchers." George is a true man of the
Renaissance, l'uomo universale.
Why hasn't he been elected to honorary
membership in Rice's chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa?
Waldo F. McNeir'29
Professor Emeritus of English,
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
To the editor:
Many thanks for your fine article on George
G. Williams. It's a long-overdue tribute to a
man who has given many of us the finest
teaching of our classroom years.
You obviously had to choose from among
his former students for those to contribute to
the article, and you did well in selecting persons who've gone on to notable writing
careers.
For every Graves or Goyen, though, there
are dozens of us somewhat less dazzling
lights whose admiration, and love, for George
Williams is just as great as theirs. We, too,
had our assumptions challenged and our
thinking honed. We, too, found that discipline and humanity aren't at all incompatible.
And we, too, look upon George Williams
as a hero.
Fred Erisman '58
Associate Professor of English,
Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Tex.
To the editor:
The article about Doc C really brought back
memories. Never again will we be among
such a super group of people!
Donna Jackson Starnes '73
Billy Starnes'73
New Haven, Conn.
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This spring, the Rice Alumni Institute is offering you a chance to learn more about
yourselves and the world you live in. Each
Tuesday from February 15 to March 22,
beginning at 7:15 and 8:30 PM,two enigmatic but equally enthralling subjects will
be explored and explained by a faculty of
articulate experts, among them Rice's
President Norman Hackerman, Professor
Emeritus of English George Williams '24,
Shepherd School of Music Dean Samuel
Jones, photographer Geoff Winningham
'65, and former Texas Governor and
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury John B.
Connally.
"Creativity: The Uncdrnmon Denominator" wlitearpihtApiqre4ve ipincland
the apptidatiWo,creative Solutions to
problems in fields ranging from engineering to English;frornitath to music. What
is creativity? Come and glean some
studied *Mons.
"The Public's Interest" will delve into
political intricacies and influences, both
public and private. Community and 04
"
academic leaders from as far away as
Georgia and as close to home as Rice's
history department will discuss our American political machine and the pervasive,
and sometimes insidious, effects of its
largest component,the federal government, on its smallest, the individual — you.
A special presentation by Governor John
B. Connally on March 29 at 8 PM in the
Grand Hall of the Rice Memorial Center
will conclude this second series.
With the exception of "An Evening with
Governor John B. Connally," all lectures
will be held in 301 Sewall Hall. Admission
is $2.50 per lecture($1.00 per lecture for
students). For more information, call the
Alumni Office at(713)527-4057.
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The ice Al oi..lertitutezs_sents.Creativ-t
ity: The Unco mobenominaior and The
Public's lntere
February 15: The Creati‘
coilediersonality,
George Williams '24, pr ssor emeritus
of English, 7:15 PM. Mixtures and Compounds: Presidents and Entrepreneurs —
A Historian's View, Harold M. Hyman,
William P. Hobby Professor of History,
8:30 PM.
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February 22: Musings on Music's Muse:
A Composer's Look at Creativity, Samuel
Jones, dean of the Shepherd School of
Music, 7:15 PM. The Alloys of Justice,
C.M. Hudspeth '40, attorney, 8:30 PM.
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March 1: Mathematical Creativity: A Blend
of Art, Science, and History, R.O. Wells, Jr.
'62, professor of mathematics, 7:15 PM.
Politics and Education, Norman Hackerman, professor of chemistry and president, 8:30 PM.
March 8: The Question of Creativity in
Photography, Geoff Winningham '65,
associate professor of art and art history,
7:15PM. The Impact of Government Regula •• • he Oil Industry, Arthur R. Troell
le gist, 8:30 PM.

March 1çreativity4n Science, William E.
Gordon, d n of the-School of Natural
Sciences, 71'5 PM, Economic Theories
and Political Realities, Robert R. Sterling,
dean of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration and Jesse H.
Jones Professor of Management,40/0 PIA.: 4
March 22: Creativity: The Uncgma,,„.....•
Denominator, Robert L. Patten, professor
of English, 7:15 PM. Corporate Social Responsibility, Gloria McDermith Shetta'54,
associate dean of the College of In-14
dustrial Management and professor of
economics at Georgia Tech, Atlanta,
8:30 PM.
March 29: An Evening with Governoc„John
B. Connally,8 PM, Grand Hall, Rice
Memorial Center.

